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FOREWORD

FO R E WO R D
Welcome to the fourth issue of
Corporate Disputes, an e-magazine dedicated to the
latest developments in corporate and commercial disputes.
Published quarterly by Financier Worldwide, Corporate
Disputes draws on the experience and expertise of leading
experts in the field to deliver insight on litigation, arbitration,
mediation and other methods of dispute resolution.
In this issue we present two expert discussions – one
looking at international dispute resolution, the other offering
advice on how to manage dispute resolution strategy and
process. We also look at software licence disputes, ICSID
arbitral proceedings, arbitration clauses in share purchase
agreements, the basic economics of prejudgment interest,
arbitration in New York, the use of emergency arbitrators in
Singapore, party representation, corporate counsel dispute
management, and gender issues affecting Ukraine mediation.
Thanks go to our esteemed editorial partners for their
valued contribution: Altana; Association for International
Arbitration; CEDR; Charles River Associates; ICC Ukraine;
New York International Arbitration Center (NYIAC);
PricewaterhouseCoopers; Singapore International Arbitration
Centre (SIAC); and Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP.
– Editor
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Caroline Duclercq acts as counsel and arbitrator in domestic
and international arbitral proceedings. She has developed an
experience at all steps of the dispute process, the pre-arbitral
phase, the arbitration proceedings and the enforcement or
annulment of the award. She assists clients in commercial
arbitration, under the aegis of several arbitral institutions as
well as in ad hoc proceedings.

Yves Fortier, CC, OC, QC is recognised as one of the top
arbitrators in the world. After many years as a senior partner
and Chairman of Ogilvy Renault (now Norton Rose Fulbright),
he is now a sole practitioner with offices in Montréal, Toronto
and London. In 2012, he was appointed by the World Bank as
Chairman of its Sanctions Board.

Dr Michael Hammes is a director at PricewaterhouseCoopers
AG’s Frankfurt office. He has extensive experience in dispute
resolution and acted as an adviser to clients and their law
firms, as a party-appointed or tribunal-appointed expert
in arbitration and court proceedings, and as an expert in
resolution mechanisms such as expert determination or
mediation and conciliation.

Gregory A. Litt represents clients in complex commercial
disputes before trial and appellate courts in the US, and in
US and international arbitration tribunals. Mr Litt regularly
represents clients in disputes arising out of international
business transactions and advises clients on a variety of
issues relating to international dispute resolution, including
forum selection, jurisdiction, service of process, agreements,
extraterritorial discovery and the international enforcement of
judgments.
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CD: With different rules, regulations,
legal frameworks and processes all
contributing to the complexity of
international dispute resolution, do you
believe that multinational companies
appreciate the potential challenges
involved when a conflict surfaces?

in international dispute resolution. But I don’t think
these need to create real challenges for companies
that have thought through the issues and planned
ahead. What is required is that companies have
competent counsel who are able to simplify
the relevant issues in order for busy executives
to appreciate their business significance. With
this infrastructure in place, there is no reason

Duclercq: In my experience, multinational

multinational companies cannot fully appreciate the

companies have often assessed the complexity of

challenges involved and make reasonable, informed

international dispute resolution prior to entering into

business decisions.

an international contract – potential interferences of
local law, applicable law, and choice of jurisdiction

Hammes: Disputes are part of the business

are all elements which are generally analysed at

reality in both national and international contexts.

that stage. However, multinational companies do

Therefore, companies have to manage such

not necessarily grasp all the consequences of

disputes as part of their business. Due to their

international dispute resolution. For example, under

global presence, multinationals have to deal with

some jurisdictions, obtaining provisional measures,

complex international disputes more frequently

or the enforcement of a foreign decision or arbitral

than other companies. As a response to this

award may be difficult. Therefore, giving special

complexity, companies need to enhance their

care to the drafting of the dispute resolution clause

dispute resolution capabilities. According to results

may be vital for the effectiveness of the chosen

from a recent survey conducted by PwC and the

dispute resolution method. It is essential to assess

School of International Arbitration, about 50 percent

the potential challenges and major issues of the

of the companies involved have set up a dedicated

contract, its enforcement in the event of a dispute,

disputes team within their legal department.

and the economic and financial consequences in the

Similarly, in Germany more than 20 companies

event of wrongful performance or termination.

including multinationals have founded the so-called
‘roundtable of mediation and conflict management’

Fortier: Certainly, there are many rules,
regulations, legal frameworks and processes that

to facilitate discussion of best practices in dispute
resolution. Both examples are a clear sign that

are relevant for multinational companies involved
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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companies try to introduce more professionalism in

arbitration clause should be informed by the history

dealing with disputes.

of the relationship between the parties; companies
with a lengthy history of fruitful dealings may be

Litt: Multinational companies are subject to

able to get by with terms that are quite different

diverse and overlapping legal and regulatory regimes

from those that would be prudent for companies

in everything they do – employment, trade, financial

with a shorter or more adversarial history. It is also

reporting, environmental and anti-corruption

important to consider whether a contracting party

regimes, to name a few. As a result, they tend to

wants to specify a step-by-step dispute resolution

appreciate these challenges as well or better than

clause that provides for mandatory negotiation,

anyone else. Disputes lawyers at large multinational

mediation, and only then binding arbitration.

companies are repeat players, and often trailblazers
in the field. Smaller companies or companies that

Hammes: Dispute resolution clauses have had

find themselves in international transactions for the

the tendency to be added to a contract very shortly

first time or on a limited basis tend to seek more

before the signature. However, companies are

guidance from outside counsel to understand the

realising that a solid dispute resolution clause can be

effect of overlapping legal regimes or new dispute

a useful asset as it may provide clear guidance and

resolution processes.

a process for the resolution of disputes, therefore
providing value to the company. A dispute resolution

CD: In your opinion, do companies place
sufficient emphasis on dispute resolution
clauses when drawing up commercial
contracts? What factors make up an
effective dispute resolution clause?

clause should be clearly and correctly phrased
from a technical point of view because otherwise
the parties will, in addition to the dispute at hand,
enter into a dispute in respect of the meaning of the
dispute resolution clause. One should be careful not
to squeeze too much detail into the clause. It is for

Fortier: Companies definitely do not pay enough

good reason that administered procedures of any

attention to the dispute resolution clause. All too

institutions only provide a framework within which

often this is dealt with as an afterthought, once

the parties and the neutrals can set up a process

all of the other contract terms are put to bed.

that satisfies the needs of all parties involved.

Many factors go into making an effective dispute
resolution clause, and these may vary depending on
the contracting situation at hand. For example, the
8
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early can save a lot of pain later, and a well drafted

or arbitration; the country whose courts have

dispute resolution clause can go a long way. Basic

jurisdiction or which will be the seat of arbitration;

elements are choice of law and choice of venue, but

the scope of the dispute resolution clause – parties,

those choices may not be as simple as they initially

types of disputes, and so on; and the law applicable

appear. For instance, submission to the jurisdiction

to the merits of the dispute. Additionally, if the clause

of a particular court may not be honoured if it fails to

provides for arbitration, it should also mention the

meet local requirements. Likewise, if parties choose

administering institution if any, the language of the

arbitration, specifying decent arbitration rules can

arbitration and the number of arbitrators.

resolve many potential ambiguities, but it also pays
to address the specific circumstances
of the contract. How does the dispute
resolution clause interact with other
contractual remedies? If there are
multiple parties, how will they be
aligned in arbitration? There is a lot to
think about, and it cannot be redone
once a dispute arises.

“If parties choose arbitration, specifying decent
arbitration rules can resolve many potential
ambiguities, but it also pays to address the
specific circumstances of the contract.”

Duclercq: Dispute resolution
clauses, and especially arbitration
clauses, are traditionally referred to as ‘midnight
clauses’ because they are rarely negotiated before
the closing stage of the contract. However, a new
generation of in-house counsel, generally within

CD: How significant is the seat of an
international arbitration? What advice
can you give to parties on choosing an
appropriate seat?

large multinational companies and better versed
in international dispute resolution methods, are

Hammes: The seat of an arbitration has many

beginning to treat these clauses in line with their

important aspects. Firstly, the seat determines

importance. Effective dispute resolution clauses

the arbitration law applicable to the particular

often contain an amicable settlement process

arbitration. This may have an impact on the

prior to a dispute resolution method; a choice of a

treatment of procedural issues arising during the

dispute resolution method – for instance litigation

arbitration. Furthermore, the seat determines which

www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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courts are competent if arbitrators are rejected,

– it contributes to the determination of the law

taking of evidence is required, interim measures

applicable to the procedure when the parties have

are sought by the parties, or a party wants to set

not agreed on it; if it is contrary to its international

aside an arbitral award. Therefore, the seat of an

public policy, the award may be set aside. Moreover,

arbitration should be in a country that is arbitration

it is often the place where recognition or annulment

friendly, which is best achieved by choosing a

of the award will be sought. Therefore, it is crucial

country that has signed the New York Convention

to choose a seat favourable to arbitration, with laws

(NYC). This can also be a precondition to recognising

that will protect the procedure. Such protections

and enforcing the arbitral award in another NYC

should ensure that, during the procedure, the law

convention state. However, as shown in a 2006 study

of the seat should forbid adverse interferences with

by PwC and the School of International Arbitration,

the procedure from either state courts or the parties

parties in the past did not fully consider the legal

themselves. Once the award is rendered, it should

aspects attached to the arbitration seat.

be enforced unless it is fundamentally flawed – for
example, if it is contrary to public policy.

Litt: The seat is critical, because it impacts where
the award can be enforced, and because wherever

Fortier: The seat of the arbitration is extremely

you touch ground, you may have to contend with

important. Fundamentally, parties should seek a

the jurisdiction of the local courts. My advice? Make

seat in a jurisdiction that is arbitration-friendly. There

sure awards rendered in the proposed seat will be

are many dimensions to this, including supportive

enforceable where you need them, and make sure

courts, strong governance including enforcement of

you are satisfied with the way the courts of the

contracts, the existence of appropriate facilities to

proposed seat handle arbitration-related matters.

hold the arbitration, and the availability of arbitrators.

Also, consider whether the proposed seat has a

Parties may want to specify that the arbitration

stable, well-developed commercial legal system,

should be held in a neutral location, in which

so you can have some comfort that its approach

case they should consider language issues and

to international arbitration is not likely to change

differences in costs. With many first-rate arbitration

significantly over the life of your agreement.

locations now available around the world, there
is no reason for parties to settle on a subpar seat,

Duclercq: Do not choose a seat because it
is in a country you would like to visit! The seat

whether their preferred venue is in Europe, North
America, South America or Asia-Pacific.

of the arbitration is a very important concept
10 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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CD: What role are alternative dispute
resolution methods playing in today’s
international disputes? Under what
circumstances is it desirable to seek an
out-of-court settlement?

Duclercq: Because of their flexibility, neutrality,
confidentiality and effectiveness in the case of
international dispute, alternative dispute resolution
methods have become the primary way to resolve
disputes in the international business world.
Seeking an out-of-court settlement has become

Litt: Many times in commercial matters, the

very common prior to any litigation or arbitration.

parties would prefer a negotiated resolution to

The principal reason is that, because any litigation

their dispute rather than endure the expense,
delay and uncertainty of a full hearing on the
merits in litigation or arbitration. A negotiated
resolution also allows the parties to
maintain their voice in the process, rather
than turning most of the process over
to counsel. When the parties are unable
to reach a negotiated resolution on their
own, mediation or another form of ADR may
help them bridge the gap.

www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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or arbitration has a cost, the parties intend to

resolution procedure for international disputes.

avoid a time-consuming and costly procedure by a

Besides arbitration, other, more consensus oriented

negotiation, or any other amicable dispute resolution

out-of-court procedures, in particular mediation,

process. Moreover, given the traumatising effect of

have also become increasingly visible. However,

any litigation or arbitration, out-of-court settlements

a recently published survey conducted by PwC

are highly recommended when parties have a

and the School of International Arbitration shows

continuing working relationship, either under the

that companies submit disputes as frequently to

contract out of which the dispute arises, or where

arbitration as to litigation. A more detailed look

they regularly work together.

reveals that arbitration is, for example, more
frequently used in the energy and construction

Fortier: Companies are embracing various

sector whereas litigation is more frequently used in

methods of alternative dispute
resolution. It is usual for companies to
set out in their contracts the different
steps which they will resort to in
order to resolve their disputes, such
as negotiation, followed by mediation
if negotiation is not successful and,
if mediation fails, binding arbitration.
There is no doubt that a fair settlement

“It is important that the parties ensure there
is an adequate opportunity for negotiation and
mediation – if necessary – prior to entering into
arbitration.”

is always preferable to a drawn-out
arbitration which can be expensive and
will often prevent the parties from attending to their

the financial sector. Mediation is more often used

businesses. For this reason it is important that the

in the construction sector than in the energy and

parties ensure there is an adequate opportunity for

the financial industry. Out-of-court settlements are

negotiation and mediation – if necessary – prior to

generally desirable if no precedent is required and

entering into arbitration.

confidentiality of the disputed issues is needed.
Furthermore, out-of-court settlements provide more

Hammes: Arbitration as a means of dispute
resolution has significantly increased over the

flexibility in terms of process and the choice of
arbitrators, mediators or dispute moderators.

past decade and is the prevalent out-of-court
12 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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CD: What are the pros and cons of
taking an international dispute all the way
to formal litigation?

Hammes: A party needs to go to court if it
wants to establish a precedent for the disputed
issue. However, litigation will generally provide
the possibility for an appeal at the upper courts

Duclercq: Taking an international dispute all the

with a redirection to the lower court if the appeal

way to formal litigation has the advantage, when the

was successful, which in the end may lead to a

discussions and negotiations between the parties

revised verdict on merits and quantum. In contrast,

fail, to seek provisional measures in order to protect

arbitration ends with the arbitral award. Whereas

their rights and, subsequently, to obtain a binding

arbitration provides a rather coherent process and

decision on the merits which may be enforced

other out-of-court procedures provide flexibility for

against the ‘losing’ party. It may therefore be a rapid

the process, litigation depends on the national court

way to obtain measures to stop breaches that harm

systems and their procedural law which is different

a party. However, formal litigation also has adverse

in each country. At least one of the parties will not

effects – for instance, the decision rendered might

be familiar with the particular court system and

be subject to an appeal. Consequently, if litigation

procedural law. Finally, the parties have to deal with

can be a rapid way to stop breaches, it can also

the judge or the court chamber the case is assigned

be the beginning of a long resolution process on

to, and have no influence regarding the selection of

the merits. Thus, litigation can be time-consuming

the judge or the composition of the court chamber.

and generate costs which should be taken into
consideration by those parties deciding to initiate it.

Litt: There are times when even a purely

This is especially true since one may also encounter

commercial party needs a formal adjudication

difficulties enforcing a decision in a country other

rather than a negotiated resolution to its dispute.

than that in which the decision was issued.

For instance, if a company frequently enters into
contracts of a certain type, it may want an official

Fortier: Litigation should be a last resort. If the

interpretation of the contract terms so that it knows

relationship between the parties has reached the

whether it needs to adjust that contractual language

point where litigation is the only solution left, then

in future transactions. Or, if a defendant is frequently

let it be. Arbitration, in most cases, will result in a

sued, it may prefer to take some cases to trial to

definitive resolution. Finality, while a benefit, may

make a statement that it is not going to voluntarily

also entail significant cost. It will often mean the end

pay everyone who files a claim.

of the business relationship between the parties.
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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Litt: There are times when even a purely

to trial to avoid giving the impression that it is going

commercial party needs a formal adjudication

to voluntarily settle with everyone who files a claim.

rather than a negotiated resolution to its dispute.
For instance, if a company frequently enters into
contracts of a certain type, it may want an official
interpretation of the contract terms so that it
knows whether it needs to adjust that contractual
language in future transactions. Or, if a defendant is

CD: When negotiating a settlement
for cross-border commercial disputes,
how important is it to recognise the
negotiation style and cultural aspects of
the party on the other side?

frequently sued, it may prefer to take some cases
Fortier: It is always of vital importance to take
into account the negotiating style and culture
of the party on the other side of the fence. For
example, what might be recognised as a business
focus in one culture might strike others as dour
or humourless; or what one party might not
realise in a take-no-prisoners approach
is that the culture of the counterparty
values the ability to point to mutual
sacrifice or compromise. Failing to
account for these differences results in
foreclosed opportunities for negotiation and
settlement, potentially prolonging the dispute and
frustrating both parties.
Hammes: Cultural aspects are really important
within cross-border disputes. Cultural aspects
will influence the thinking, the behaviour and the
communication of the parties and will therefore
have a direct impact on the negotiation style. For
example, a Japanese party in a dispute usually won’t
say ‘no’ directly. Due to their desire to ‘save face’,
14 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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they will always think of a more indirect and polite

background. Therefore, it is essential to bear in mind,

way to express their disagreement. Similarly, a ‘yes’

when negotiating a settlement with a party from

may not mean that a proposal is directly agreed to.

another country or culture, to take these cultural

It may only indicate that the other side has heard

differences into account – you will not negotiate

your proposal without any qualification of whether it

the same way with an African party as an Asian

is acceptable or not. However, it is also important to

party. It is very important to take into account the

recognise that culture is not only an issue between

different cultural aspects when making proposals

different nationalities, because the same nationals

and in discussions. For example, in some countries

may have different geographical, social, educational

it is particularly important not to get angry during

and religious backgrounds which may influence their

the discussions as it might be interpreted either as

negotiation style.

a weakness or an insult. The same thing applies to
the word ‘yes’ which, depending on the other party’s

Litt: Culture can be very important. I remember
a case many years ago when a respondent from

culture, does not necessarily mean agreement to
your proposal.

a heavy bartering culture received a settlement
demand from the claimant in the arbitration, which
was from a culture where bartering is less common.
Encouraged that settlement talks were beginning,
the respondent’s representative travelled to meet
the claimant, only to find upon arrival that the initial

CD: In what ways do the procedures for
gathering evidence for a dispute differ
between jurisdictions? What problems
and challenges does this create, and how
can they be overcome?

settlement demand was essentially a non-negotiable
final offer. Dejected and angry, the respondent’s

Hammes: The gathering of evidence follows

representative returned home and pressed ahead

different legal systems. Common law uses a wider

with expensive and protracted proceedings.

concept of disclosure up to a full discovery used
in the US, compared to a civil law system wherein

Duclercq: Negotiating the settlement of a

parties disclose only the evidence that is needed to

dispute is a very delicate process. When a dispute

support their own position in the case. Since these

arises between the parties, they tend to become

different concepts often meet in an international

more emotional and less rational. In this context,

dispute, a compromise has to be found. Usually

parties are more susceptible to negotiate, or to be

such compromise is based on the International Bar

offended by behaviour not in line with their cultural

Association’s (IBA) ‘rules on the taking of evidence’.

www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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These rules describe, for example, the principles

and civil law procedures are traditionally opposed.

to be applied to the usage of party or tribunal

In common law, the discovery procedure is much

appointed experts, and under what circumstances

more invasive and extensive. In this regard, it is

one party has to produce documents as per the

interesting to note that the England and Wales High

request of the opposing party. In practice, the

Court of Justice recently ruled that the existence of

party-appointed expert prevails, and in many cases

French Law No 68/768 of 26 July 1968, commonly

document production procedures lead to fights

referred to as ‘the Blocking Statute’ – pursuant to

between the parties over whether the documents

which French companies may be prosecuted if they

requested meet the criteria of the IBA rules and are

produce documents in foreign proceedings on pre-

therefore legitimate.

trial discovery – was not a sufficient reason for not
ordering disclosure, in this case considering the low

Litt: In 1964, when the US enacted the modern

“likelihood of any prosecution being brought against

version of 28 U.S.C. § 1782 – which authorises

the French Defendants at all” ([2013] EWHC 822 (Ch)).

federal courts to order discovery in aid of foreign

It remains to be seen how the French authorities

proceedings – one of the recognised goals of the

will react. The globalisation of trade, however, has

legislation was to encourage foreign countries by

caused the international community to grapple with

example to provide similar assistance to litigants in

different approaches to the gathering of evidence.

US proceedings. Things have not quite worked out

In particular, the IBA Council adopted, in 2010, Rules

that way. While the doors are open wide in many US

on the Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration,

jurisdictions to foreign litigants seeking to gather

which are widely applied and generally recognised

evidence, many other countries – particularly in

as reflecting international practice.

Europe – have restricted discovery with data privacy
laws and blocking statutes. Some of these rules

Fortier: Procedures for gathering evidence in a

are aimed at general privacy concerns in an age

dispute may differ between jurisdictions. There are

where information flows so freely and easily across

significant differences between civil and common

borders. But, in some instances, the rules simply

law systems, the former being less discovery-friendly

reflect strikingly different views regarding litigation

than the latter. Guidance from competent counsel

discovery.

with experience in the relevant jurisdiction will, of
course, assist the parties in navigating through these

Duclercq: Regarding procedures for gathering

differences.

evidence in the context of a dispute, common law
16 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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CD: What specific challenges arise
when trying to resolve a commercial
dispute with a party based in an emerging
market? As these nations increase their
influence on the international stage, to
what extent are they taking steps to iron
out such problems?

for local companies, or sometimes their counsel. This
creates an imbalance between the parties, which
do not grasp the potential consequences of the
arising dispute in the same way. However, in the last
few years, a number of regional organisations have
been born, with the specific purpose of promoting
international trade and dispute resolution on these
markets– for example, the OHADA. Moreover,

Litt: The commercial endeavours
and wherewithal of business people
in emerging markets sometimes
advance faster than the sophistication
and stability of their governments and
courts. Investing or transacting business
in emerging markets always carries a
certain level of political risk. One step
that many countries have taken to
reassure foreign investors is to enter

“It is much easier dealing with emerging markets
today because the companies investing in these
countries have learned the local culture, how to
do business, and how to manage disputes when
they arise.”

into bilateral investment treaties that
provide protection for foreign investors,
but accessing those protections can require careful

worldwide organisations, such as the World Bank or

advance thought and planning. Some countries are

the International Chamber of Commerce regularly

working to increase the transparency and reliability

organise seminars, training and conferences for the

of their courts, but there can be setbacks even in the

attention of emerging markets. It is much easier

best of circumstances, and contingency planning is

dealing with emerging markets today because the

essential.

companies investing in these countries have learned
the local culture, how to do business, and how to

Duclercq: The main challenge is that, though

manage disputes when they arise.

most multinational companies investing in emerging
markets are very well versed in anticipating and
managing international disputes, this is not the case
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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use of methods of alternative dispute resolution, for

a reliable court system and fair and efficient

the simple reason that such parties have had little

dispute resolution mechanisms are key factors for

experience with these methods until recently. But

economic development. In fact, the court system

parties in emerging markets are learning fast. One

is often inadequate and overloaded, and does not

example is India, where a few years ago alternative

provide for a consistent and trustworthy resolution

dispute resolution was unknown, but it has really

of disputes. This may prevent foreign businesses

caught on. We can see a similar phenomenon

from trading and investing and therefore harm these

occurring in the Middle East in places like Dubai.

countries’ economic development. Many developing

Many arbitral institutions, such as the LCIA, the ICC

countries already have embraced arbitration as

and the PCA, have established satellite centres in

a means of dispute resolution although there

many of these countries. These centres provide

seems to be a trend in Latin America to withdraw

meaningful assistance to local lawyers.

from arbitration. Other forms of ADR are often
underdeveloped as is reported by the Institute of

Hammes: Companies in developing countries

Conflict Prevention & Resolution and its member

face challenges posed by underdeveloped financial

firms. Organisations like the International Finance

systems and markets, fragmentary regulatory

Corporation have set up programs to promote ADR

environments and legal systems that are not

in developing countries; however, this remains an

resolving commercial disputes efficiently. However,

important field of improvement. CD

18 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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SOFTWA R E L I C E N C E
DISPUTE S
by SALLY TRIVINO
> PRICEWATERHOUSCOOPERS ENTERPRISE ADVISORY CVBA/SCRL

N

owadays, it is rare that a company does not

countries is over 25 percent of the total commercial

use software developed by a commercial

value of the software. In a country such as Germany,

publisher. Many organisations rely on

where the commercial value of properly licensed

externally developed software for the financial

software is estimated to be US$6.4bn, the value of

recording, operations and other aspects of their

pirated software amounts to US$2.2bn. Even if these

activities.

figures represent an inflated view of the reality, it

A recent study by the Business Software Alliance
(BSA) and INSEAD, entitled ‘Competitive Advantage –
The Economic Impact of Properly Licensed Software’,
shows that the piracy rate in most high-income
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com

is apparent that the amount of missed revenue for
software publishers is staggering.
As a result, it is no surprise that most prominent
software publishers have certain licence compliance
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programs in place to verify the use of their software

As businesses evolve, so do their supporting IT

by their clients. Many companies have been inflicted

systems. Many licence metrics (elements that are

with licence audits or software asset management

used for the calculation of licence fees) are based

reviews. And some have resulted in disputes, such as

on IT technical components or the configuration

the US$330m claim of Airvana Network Solutions Inc.

of a system. Simple operational changes to an IT

against Ericsson AB.

system can heavily impact the licence fee. Many
organisations do not have fully-fledged software

An organisation’s challenge
Though the term ‘software piracy’ creates an

asset management functions in place, which makes
managing their licences a daunting task. The most

impression that improper licensing is deliberately

important challenges are: (i) discovery of all software

performed by corporate criminals, practice shows

that is installed and whether or not it is used; (ii) a

that non-compliance seems to be the natural state

wide variety of licence metrics and the technical

of any IT system. In many cases, commercial or other

difficulty in measuring them; (iii) rapidly changing

software has been embedded into a company’s

technology and IT environment; (iv) changes to and

system and daily operations in such a way that

ambiguity in the licence terms; and (v) changes to

they have become a critical component of the

the business and its operations, such as mergers and

organisation’s functioning.

acquisitions or outsourcing.

20 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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Contract negotiations
One of the aspects that feeds the need for dispute

Cooperation or litigation?
Given the complexity of aligning legal frameworks

resolution with software licensing is that contract

with IT technical developments, and the interest

negotiations for the software of critical systems are

for the publisher (and perhaps the wider public)

often mostly focused on commercial aspects rather

in being properly remunerated for its intellectual

than legal and technical wording. Technical terms

property, copyrighted products and licence contracts

are not sufficiently described to prevent duality

to support R&D costs, software licence audits will

in meaning, which makes it even more complex

continue to take place.

considering the speed of technological change.
The need to align technology professionals with

When faced with a potential licence audit, many
companies wonder whether the best outcome would

lawyers in the preparation of such contracts is

be achieved by complying or preparing for litigation.

underestimated. Even then, it remains a challenge

To answer that question, we first need to consider

to properly phrase a contract to keep pace with the

the request of the software publisher.

velocity and volatility of technological development.

The software publisher may notify the company of

Nevertheless, certain criteria that we now see as

an annual renewal commitment, which is sometimes

important instigators of a dispute could be resolved,

accompanied by a general check to determine the

for example: (i) clear definition of technical terms

required licences. One variation is when software

including unambiguous definition of licence elements

publishers make a request to provide them with a

and restriction elements such as cores, virtualisation,

licence report. In these cases, any discrepancies

etc., provisions for changes in technology (e.g., cloud

between the licences purchased and the licence

computing) and system configuration and interaction

usage (known as the licence gap) will be settled

between software; (ii) clear definition of the scope of

through a true-up system. Though this system seems

permitted access and use, including clauses for third

to work well in established relationships between the

party access, geographical limitations and restrictions

licensor and licensee, it is sometimes criticised as it

on transfer or sublicensing; (iii) pricing and payment

does not always allow true-down.

terms for licence fees, with a clear explanation of

Another common request from a software

the measurement of licence metrics; (iv) limitations

publisher is a licence audit. There are many variations

on extent and purpose (for example, to safeguard

of audits that can be requested: self audit, software

against termination of support for critical systems in

asset management (SAM) engagements, audit by an

the event of a dispute), including the scope period of

independent third party, and audit by the publisher.

audits.
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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A big difference between a self audit and other

In any case, a company is probably best off

forms of audit, is that the company has more

investigating the issue itself and developing a

control over the audit process, including timing

strategy to solve the matter or resolve a potential

and verification. Additionally, it will be able to

dispute if any discrepancies are found. In this case,

measure the damage and prepare for potential

the assistance of independent third parties and

points of discussion before submitting to the vendor.

lawyers could help to determine the correct licence

Nevertheless, the details to support the findings will

position, identify potential points of discussion and

have to be discussed with the vendor.

establish a plan to avoid or overcome a potential

The software publisher may also offer to undertake

dispute.

a SAM engagement. This is usually a more amicable
approach by the software publisher
to establish better licence follow-up
from its clients. These reviews are often
performed by third parties, although one
should consider that they do report back
to the publisher.
If the company is not allowed to do
a self-audit, an independent third party
could be assigned by the publisher to

“The assistance of independent third parties
and lawyers could help to determine the correct
licence position, identify potential points of
discussion and establish a plan to avoid or
overcome a potential dispute.”

perform the audit. The professional
code of the third party to maintain its
independence is a big advantage to ensuring factual
reporting and taking into consideration relevant

Trend watch
Looking at the current landscape of software

factors when interpreting the results. The downside

licence disputes in continental Europe, a few points

is that the cost of the third party may be recovered

grab our attention.

from the licencee if the licensing discrepancy
exceeds 5 percent.
Lastly, the audit could be performed by the

Firstly, though many companies and organisations
still do not have a robust SAM program in place,
allowing them to properly track and manage the

publisher’s licensing team. In practice, this type of

use (and the liabilities) of their software assets,

audit is often quite intrusive and the least impartial.

awareness is growing. Nevertheless, often

22 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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this awareness is a result of prior issues, large

to such an extent that their critical systems are

settlements or even disputes.

dependent on the functioning and support of the

Secondly, technology is ever changing and pushing
requirements for new licensing models. Technologies
such as cloud computing and outsourcing IT

software provided by the publisher, potential disputes
may put certain companies in crisis mode.
Finally, although this article’s focus is on

capabilities are driving initiatives such as the

commercial software, it should be noted that there

provision of Software as a Service (SAAS).

are also significant legal risks related to the improper

There is a recognition of the difficulty in managing

use and distribution of free or open-source software.

software assets that sprout programs such as the
development of the ISO/IEC 19770-1 and 2 (the

Conclusion

baseline for an integrated set of processes for SAM

Looking at the issues that companies face when

and the tagging of software to facilitate discovery).

going into software licensing disputes, there are two

There is also a wider variety of tools available on

clear points to take away. One is to involve both IT

the market which allow corporations to review their

professionals and lawyers in contract negotiations to

installations, create an inventory and classify the

ensure ambiguities are avoided. Second, when facing

software to determine their licence position. Many

a potential audit it is worth involving the same IT

software publishers have also developed their own

and legal professionals to determine the impact and

tools to track some of their software licences.

devise a potential resolution. CD

Though software publishers would like to avoid
litigation as much as licencees, the amounts involved
and the infringements recorded indicate that this is a
battle worth fighting. Some software publishers have
established more lenient or client-friendly programs
to incentivise compliance, whereas others may find
merit in a slightly more aggressive approach.
Considering that certain software applications are
embedded deeply in a company’s infrastructure,

www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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T HE BA SI CS O F I C S I D
ARBITRAL P RO C E E D I N G S –
WHAT I N - H O U S E C O U N S E L
SHOUL D K N O W
by MELIS ACUNER AND KATIE SUTTON
> SKADDEN, ARPS, SLATE, MEAGHER & FLOM (UK) LLP

T

he last decade has witnessed a trend of

and between 2000 and 2012, 350 new cases were

investors increasingly choosing to bring their

registered.

investment claims against foreign States under

In relation to arbitral proceedings brought under

the Convention on the Settlement of Investment

the ICSID Convention, this article briefly sets out

Disputes Between States and Nationals of other

some of the main features of ICSID arbitration

States (the ‘ICSID Convention’). By way of example:

proceedings and commonly asked questions.

between 1972 and 1990, there were 26 cases
registered at the International Centre for Settlement
of Investment Disputes (the ‘Centre’); between
1990 and 1999, 43 new cases were registered;
24 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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The ICSID Convention is a multilateral treaty,
drafted for the purpose of protecting international
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investment, which entered into force on 14 October

Proceedings; and (ii) the arbitration procedure for

1966. There are currently 146 States in which the

claims under the ICSID Convention is governed by the

ICSID Convention is in force. Notable exceptions

ICSID Rules of Procedure for Arbitration Proceedings.

include the Russian Federation and Canada (both
In addition to the ICSID Convention, there are

What kind of disputes can be brought
under the ICSID Convention?

various rules which govern the Centre’s functions

A claim can only be brought under the ICSID

States have signed but not ratified the Convention).

and ICSID arbitral proceedings, for example: (i)

Convention, and registered at the Centre, if the

the institutional rules of the Centre are the ICSID

State party and the State of the investor party have

Rules of Procedure for Conciliation and Arbitration

www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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both provided consent to arbitrate under the ICSID
Convention.
State consent to ICSID proceedings may be

According to the statistics provided by the Centre,
the five biggest economic sectors (based on the
World Bank’s sector classifications) involved in

manifested through: (i) investor-State agreements

ICSID Convention cases are oil, gas & mining (25

(i.e., a contract between a State and an investor);

percent), electric power & other energy (12 percent),

(ii) bilateral investment treaties (i.e., an agreement

transportation (11 percent), finance (7 percent)

between two States); (iii) multilateral or regional

and construction (7 percent) (The ICSID Caseload –

investment treaties (such as the Energy Charter

Statistics, supra at 12).

Treaty); or (iv) by a provision in national legislation (for
example, investment protection legislation).
Only disputes between an investor and a
Contracting State (or any constituent subdivision

What are the main stages of an ICSID
arbitration?
The main stages of ICSID arbitral proceedings vary

or agency of a Contracting State designated to the

depending on, for example: the nature of the claim;

Centre by that State) can be brought under the ICSID

whether the State intends to dispute jurisdiction; and

Convention. In addition, the investor must be of a

if issues (such as jurisdiction and quantum) are heard

different nationality as the State that it is seeking

separately from the merits.

to bring proceedings against and the dispute must
arise directly out of an investment (Article 25, ICSID
Convention).
In other words, the following types of claims cannot

However, in brief, some of the main features of an
ICSID proceeding include:
Filing the Request for Arbitration. The Request
should contain information concerning the issues in

be brought under the ICSID Convention: disputes

dispute, the identity of the parties and their consent

between two private parties; disputes between two

to arbitration. At this stage, the Secretary-General

States; domestic investment cases; or cases which

has the power to refuse to register the Request

do not arise directly out of an investment.

on the basis that the dispute is manifestly outside

It should also be borne in mind that States will
be held to be responsible for actions conducted

the jurisdiction of the Centre (Article 36, ICSID
Convention).

by organs of the State or entities whose conduct is

The Tribunal is constituted. The process for

attributable to the State as a matter of international

constituting the Tribunal is agreed between the

law (see the discussion at R Dolzer and C Schreuer,

parties (if it has not previously been agreed) or the

Principles of International Investment Law, (2008), pp.

parties may choose to follow the procedure as set

195-206).

out in Article 37(2)(b) of the ICSID Convention as

26 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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follows: “the Tribunal shall consist of three arbitrators,

jurisdiction objections and/or intends to request that

one arbitrator appointed by each party and the third,

the jurisdiction issues be heard separately, this may

who shall be the president of the Tribunal, appointed

be raised at the first session (see Rules 41(3) and

by agreement of the parties”. If the State intends to

41(4), Arbitration Rules). The State may also request

challenge ICSID’s jurisdiction, it is important that it

that the claimant file its Memorial and evidence

reserves its position on jurisdiction at this stage.

in support before it responds on jurisdiction (and,

Payment on account. The Centre will request

as referred to above, the procedural timetable will

payment on account from both sides, to cover the
Tribunal and the Centre’s costs (Regulation 14(3),

change accordingly).
Disclosure/discovery. The parties (within the

Administrative and Financial Regulations). Any

timeframe determined by the Tribunal) must give

unused funds are returned to the parties at the

precise information about what evidence they intend

closure of the proceeding. Until the Tribunal orders

to produce and what they intend to request the

otherwise, each side is responsible for 50 percent

Tribunal to call for, as well as an indication of the

of the costs (usually the Tribunal will not make any

points to which such evidence will be directed (Rule

order as to the allocation of costs until the case is

33, Arbitration Rules). Disclosure/discovery often runs

concluded) (Article 61(2), ICSID Convention).

in parallel with the rest of the timetable.

Preliminary Objection to Jurisdiction. No later than

Jurisdiction timetable (if jurisdiction is heard

30 days after the constitution of the Tribunal and in

separately). As referred to above, the Tribunal has

any event before the first session of the Tribunal,

discretion to hear jurisdiction objections separately,

a State may raise a preliminary objection that the

or with the merits (Rules 41(3) and 41(4), Arbitration

claim is manifestly without legal merit (Rule 41(5),

Rules). In the event that jurisdiction objections are

Arbitration Rules). There is a relatively high threshold

heard separately, this will generally involve the

test to meet for the objection to be successful.

following phases: (i) the respondent filing its Memorial

The first session of the Tribunal. The first session

on Jurisdiction and evidence in support (supporting

of the Tribunal is to be held within 60 days of the

documents, witness and expert statements); (ii) the

constitution of the Tribunal, unless the parties agree

claimant filing its Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction

otherwise (Rule 13(1), Arbitration Rules). At this

and evidence in support; (iii) the respondent may file

session, the Tribunal normally sets the procedural

a Reply on Jurisdiction (if ordered by the Tribunal);

timetable for the proceedings. The Tribunal has

(iv) the claimant may file a Rejoinder (if ordered by

discretion to order that any jurisdiction objections be

the Tribunal); (v) the Hearing; (vi) the Post-hearing

dealt with separately, and if the State intends to make
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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submissions (if ordered by the Tribunal); and (vi) the

(1325 days, although since July 2003 the average

Award / Decision on Jurisdiction.

duration has decreased to 3.2 years, or 1171 days).

Merits and quantum timetable (assuming this is

The average of 3.6 years is generally broken down

necessary). In the event that the Tribunal decides that

into the following phases: 83 days for the request;

it does have jurisdiction, the merits and quantum

180 days for registration; 637 days for constitution

timetable will largely follow the same main steps as

of the Tribunal; and 425 days for the hearing on the

above. If not already filed, it is at this stage that the

merits up to the award (Sinclair, Fisher and Macrory,

claimant will file its Memorial setting out its factual

ICSID arbitration: how long does it take? GAR Review,

and legal case and evidence in support (supporting

volume 4 issue 5).

documents, witness and expert statements). Costs

Of course, the actual time the proceedings take

submissions may also be made at the end of the

will vary according to, among other things, the issues

proceedings.

in dispute, the availability of the arbitrators, and

Enforcement of the award. Assuming that a party
does not seek to review or annul the award (see

whether or not jurisdiction and quantum are heard
separately from the merits.

below), the successful party will then seek to enforce
the award.

Can an ICSID Tribunal award provisional
measures?
A party may apply for provisional measures for the

What are the main advantages of bringing
ICSID proceedings?
One of the unique aspects of ICSID Convention
arbitration is its relative finality (subject to the below
discussion on revision and annulment). Under

preservation of its rights (Article 47, ICSID Convention

Article 54 of the ICSID Convention, each Contracting

and Rule 39, Arbitration Rules). Generally, an ICSID

State must recognise an award rendered under the

Tribunal will grant such relief if it is necessary, urgent

Convention as binding and enforce the pecuniary

and required in order to avoid irreparable harm.

obligations imposed by the award within its territory
as though it were a final award of a court in that

On average, how long do arbitral
proceedings brought under the ICSID
Convention take?
Commentators have found that the average
duration of ICSID arbitral proceedings is 3.6 years
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State.
Unlike arbitration proceedings under other
commercial arbitration rules, the State courts do not
play a role. Rather, ICSID awards are only subject to
review under the ICSID Convention itself.
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When can ICSID awards be reviewed or
annulled?
The ICSID Convention provides for limited review

reasons on which it was based (Article 52(1), ICSID
Convention).
If the award is annulled in whole or in part, either

of awards by way of: (i) rectification – the Tribunal

party may request the resubmission of the dispute to

can rectify any clerical, arithmetical or similar

a new ICSID Tribunal (Article 52(6), ICSID Convention).

error in its award (Article 49, ICSID Convention); (ii)

A successful annulment application leads to the

supplementary decision – the Tribunal may decide

invalidation of the award (or those parts of the award

any question it omitted to decide in its award (Article

that were annulled).

49, ICSID Convention); (iii) interpretation – the Tribunal

It should also be emphasised, however, that the

may interpret its award where there is a dispute

execution of an ICSID award against specific assets

between the parties as to the meaning or scope of

is governed by the law of the country where the

the award rendered (Article 50, ICSID Convention);

execution is sought (Article 54(3), ICSID Convention).

(iv) revision – the Tribunal may revise its award on the

CD

basis of a newly discovered fact of such a nature as
to decisively affect the award based on a new fact

Melis Acuner

that has come to light (Article 51, ICSID Convention);

Associate

and (v) annulment (Article 52, ICSID Convention).

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom (UK)

There are five grounds for annulment of an award
(or part of an award) by an ad hoc Committee, none
of which is based on the merits of the decision:
the Tribunal was not properly constituted; the
Tribunal has manifestly exceeded its powers; there
was corruption on the part of a Tribunal member;
there was a serious departure from fundamental
rules of procedure; or the award failed to state the
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WHY I N C LU D E
AN AR B I T RATI O N C L A U S E
I N A S H A RE P U RC H A S E
AG RE E M E N T?
by CAROLINE DUCLERCQ
> ALTANA

A

in some share purchase agreements (SPAs),

to resolve disputes through arbitration needs to be

they are not widespread and parties to such

discussed as early as possible during the drafting of

contracts still often refer disputes to formal litigation

the contract. Indeed, since arbitration is consensual,

before state courts. However, arbitration presents

both parties have to agree to submitting their dispute

many advantages compared to state litigation in

to an arbitral tribunal. Moreover, given that the

case a dispute arises between parties to an SPA.

decision rendered is final and binding, it is not to be

Therefore, prior to inserting a dispute resolution

taken lightly and negotiated at the last minute, as is

clause in a contract, one should consider whether

unfortunately too often the case; which is why the

arbitration or litigation is the best method to resolve

arbitration clause is often referred to as a ‘midnight

potential future disputes that may arise out of it.

clause’. On the contrary, prior to discussing a

lthough arbitration clauses are provided for

First, it should be kept in mind that the opportunity

contract, each party should assess carefully the pros
30 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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and cons of negotiating and including an arbitration

evaluation of EBIT or the interpretation of an earn-

clause.

out clause, for example. The fact that one of the

Regarding SPAs, globally speaking, the most

arbitrators calculates companies’ results on a daily

frequent types of dispute are: (i) disputes on

basis, because he is a professional accountant or

complementary prices in accordance with earn-out

designs such clauses regularly, will greatly facilitate

clauses; (ii) disputes pertaining to warranties and

the parties’ evidentiary work and the arbitral

representations; and (iii) disputes arising out of non-

tribunal’s decision-making process. Similarly, persons

compete clauses.

with in-depth knowledge of price determination

The question then arises as to the criteria on which

methods, of the mechanics of regulated markets

the lawyer or in-house counsel in charge of the

or of representations and warranties and bank

contract will proceed to the assessment of whether

guarantees, can be key in determining the arbitral

or not to insert an arbitration clause in the contract

tribunal’s conviction. Furthermore, the fact that one

currently being negotiated.

of the members of the arbitral tribunal possesses

There are a number of advantages to choosing to

these skills may allow the parties to avoid additional

submit disputes arising out of SPAs to arbitration.

arbitration costs, since there may be no need to

Some are quite consensual, such as the arbitrators’

appoint an expert.

technical and cultural expertise or the confidentiality

Moreover, the arbitrators generally designated

of the procedure. Others more open to dispute, such

in international arbitrations are well acquainted

as the procedure’s duration and cost, may also finally

with international trade issues in the business area

turn out to be advantages if managed efficiently.

for which they have been appointed. The fact that
arbitrators may decide based on the trade usages is

Accrued expertise
It is often said that arbitration is only as good as

a real advantage as the parties know they are being
heard by people who understand their business,

the arbitrator. This is because one of the greatest

and that, subsequently, the award will reflect

advantages of arbitration is the opportunity for each

economic realities. For example, a professional with

of the parties to designate their arbitrator when

sound knowledge of fiscal, accounting, social and

a dispute arises out of, or in connection with, the

corporate issues will be able to grasp the context

contract. Parties thus have the chance to choose

in which the dispute arose and to take it into

a person well versed in their industry or activity, or

account when making his decision. This is such an

on specific technical points. Such expertise can be

advantageous practice that several arbitration rules

key to the outcome of a dispute arising out of the

have established an arbitrators’ power to decide
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in accordance with contractual provisions but also

taking into account multicultural backgrounds is an

taking into account trade usages (see, for example,

essential part of an arbitrator’s role.

Article 21(2) of the ICC Rules and Article 27(3) of the
SIAC Rules). Arbitral tribunals are generally quick to
consider these usages to interpret, when required,

Confidentiality
It has been widely expressed that one of the

the negotiation of the contract, the contractual

distinctive aspects of international commercial

provisions themselves and the manner in which the

arbitration was that it was a confidential process:

parties performed the contract.

neither the parties nor the members of the arbitral

Finally, when negotiating an international

tribunal could reveal any fact, argument, claim,

agreement, it should be taken into account that

document disclosed during the procedure, or even

arbitrators are used to working on cases involving

the award.

parties of different nationalities,
different cultures and different ways of
negotiating, interpreting and performing
contracts. Not only are the parties
free to choose an arbitrator by taking
into account his nationality, country
of residence, training or religion, the
arbitrators are also familiar with the
parties’ cultural, legal and economic

“It could be said that taking into account
multicultural backgrounds is an essential part of
an arbitrator’s role.”

differences. Indeed, arbitral procedures
regularly bring together parties from
different cultural backgrounds and
sensibilities, including within the arbitral tribunal itself

If this rule does not apply to investment arbitration

– for example, according to the 2012 ICC statistical

(which involves disputes between States and foreign

report, in 2012 the ICC registered new arbitration

investors under investment treaties), it applies in

procedures involving parties from 137 countries,

principle to commercial arbitration. This aspect is

seated in 59 different countries and heard by

so important that it is even highly recommended

arbitrators of 76 different nationalities, who applied

to insert a provision to that effect when negotiating

91 different laws. Consequently, it could be said that

the arbitration clause, and subsequently to repeat it
during the arbitration proceedings.
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The rationale behind the confidentiality rule is that

(i) the parties agree to it being published; or (ii) one of

some transactions and agreements require privacy.

the parties applies to set the award aside. Therefore,

Parties to a contract do not always want details of

the fact that the potential dispute may be resolved

their operation, strategy and trade secrets, along

in a confidential way brings peace of mind to the

with the nature of any dispute, to be made public.

parties, who can rest assured that confidential data

Indeed, disclosure may harm a party in numerous

will not be made public in the event of a dispute,

ways. The party may become prone to attacks from

and can therefore focus on the presentation of their

its competitors or co-contractors, suffer irreparable

case instead of managing their image, as they would

harm to its reputation, reveal its deal strategy, expose

usually in a dispute arising out of an SPA in State

its accounting details, etc. Thus, when assessing

litigation.

the pros and cons of arbitration, this criterion of
confidentiality is especially welcome in connection
with SPAs, since it prevents disclosure of the price or

Duration
The length of an arbitration procedure is, on

representations and warranties given, which are key

average, two to three years. Although this seems like

elements that need to be kept secret.

a long period of time, it should be taken into account

Furthermore, even if the procedure itself (e.g.,
parties’ submissions, procedural orders, partial
and final awards) is confidential, the existence of

that, in the end, compared to litigation before State
courts, arbitration is quicker overall.
Indeed, should a dispute arise over an important

the dispute may, however, be made public. Indeed,

amount or operation – and in particular involve an

some parties find it preferable, for commercial and

assessment of share price or the acquired company’s

marketing reasons, to disclose the existence of an

EBIT – litigation before State courts may also prove to

arbitral procedure when no harm results from such

be very lengthy before a final judgment is obtained.

disclosure. This enables them to explain why, for

Several postponements may be ordered prior to

example, a publicly listed company had to make

submitting the memoranda, and experts may be

a provision in the amount corresponding to that

appointed who take years to render their report.

in dispute. However, although the existence of

Worse, while international arbitration is a ‘one shot

the arbitration may be revealed, the information

procedure’, litigation is not. It is always susceptible to

disclosed to the arbitral tribunal during the procedure

appeal and, depending on the jurisdictions, cassation

is rarely divulged to the public.

– all of which may result in years passing before a

It should be noted that once the procedure ends,
some or all of the award may be rendered public if:
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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appeal possible: hence the designation ‘one shot

before French courts are examined rigorously

procedure’. Finally, the procedure of enforcing the

and very rarely granted. It is therefore of the

award is greatly facilitated by the 1958 New York

utmost importance to choose a seat of the arbitral

Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of

procedure favourable to arbitration, as it will ensure

Foreign Arbitral Awards (the ‘New York Convention’),

the award’s security. Another example of a provision

which has been widely ratified by 149 parties as of

favourable to arbitration can be found in Article 1526

June 2013.

CCP, as enacted by Decree No. 2011-48 of 13 January

However, one should keep in mind that there exists

2011 (confirming France’s favour of arbitration),

one possible action against an award: the annulment

which now provides that the action to set aside an

of the award, which is to be brought before the State

award no longer suspends its enforcement (Article

court of the seat of the arbitration. However, this

1526 CCP).

action is only accepted in very limited circumstances

Three years may seem long, especially when

and the decision to set aside an award will depend

urgent measures are required. This is why arbitral

on the jurisdiction in which the application is made.

tribunals are empowered to order provisional

For example, France is a country favourable to

measures when needed. The arbitral tribunal has

arbitration and applications to set aside an award

the option to either order or award, when applicable,
provisional measures or interim relief (e.g., Article 28
of the 2012 ICC Rules on Arbitration and Article 25 of
the LCIA Arbitration Rules). Under certain procedural
laws, it even has the power to attach penalties to its
orders (e.g., Article 1468 CCP).
Prior to the constitution of the arbitral tribunal
(and thereby to its very existence), two solutions
existed. First, most arbitral institutions – whose
role is to administer arbitration proceedings – have
established the option to apply for such measures
before an emergency arbitrator (e.g., Article 29 of the
2012 ICC Rules, Appendix II to the SCC Arbitration
Rules, Article 26.2 and Schedule 1 of the SIAC
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Arbitration Rules). Second, most arbitration laws also

and arbitrators’ fees are generally assessed on the

provide for the possibility of applying to State courts,

basis of the amount in dispute, which is often a small

generally of the country in which enforcement of the

proportion of the global value of the deal. Thus, the

measure is sought, to obtain interim and provisional

only costs incurred which are to be managed are

measures (e.g., Article 1449 CCP).

those of the counsel representing the parties, the

Overall, arbitration is a quicker means to obtain

experts and witnesses (if any), translations (if any),

a final and binding decision around the world than

etc., which, as a recent survey showed, represent

State litigation.

approximately 70 to 80 percent of the costs incurred
by a party during an arbitration procedure. However,

Costs
Although arbitration may seem expensive, certain
aspects need to be taken into account when

these are not specific to arbitration and will also be
incurred in State litigation.
Therefore, although arbitration may seem

assessing the criteria of the costs in the pros and

expensive at first glance, it actually proves to be, in

cons of arbitration.

most cases, as expensive as traditional litigation for

As explained above, it is a ‘one-shot’ procedure.

a more tailored resolution of the dispute in line with

Indeed, the only other costs to be borne are those for

trade usages and the cross-border nature of mergers

the enforcement of the award to be rendered. Some

and acquisitions today.

long-lasting costs, such as counsel fees, for example,

In conclusion, when drafting an SPA, arbitration

are incurred over a much shorter period of time than

should be considered as it is particularly designed

in traditional litigation.

for international business. It is a confidential way

These costs are incurred to bring on board

to obtain a final, binding and enforceable decision

specialists and technicians who are well versed in

rendered by a technician ‘sage’ who is well versed in

the subject-matter of the dispute to help resolve

the specific trade usages. CD

it. Therefore, although the costs may seem high,
the service rendered and the time the arbitrators
dedicate to the dispute should be taken into account.
These costs are generally dwarfed by the global
value of the entity that is the object of the SPA.

Caroline Duclercq
Counsel
Altana
T: +33 (0)1 79 97 93 00
E: cduclercq@altanalaw.com

Indeed, in administered arbitration, the institution’s
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AVOIDI N G WI ND FA L L S :
T HE BA SI C E C O N O M I C S O F
PREJUD G M E N T I NT ER ES T
by PETER RANKIN AND ANDREW TEPPERMAN
> CHARLES RIVER ASSOCIATES (CRA)

C

ourts and tribunals are commonly faced

written submissions. The next challenge is translating

with two challenges when determining an

a damages award for conduct that occurred in the

appropriate amount of damages to award to

past into present-day value as of the date of the

a claimant. The first challenge is simply determining

award. This side of the damages exercise often

the quantum of damages, often required to put

receives relatively little attention, even though the

the aggrieved party in the position it would have

careful and considered determination of damages

been at the time of the offence, absent the issue

can be substantially undermined if this second step is

in dispute. Typically, this is an area of great focus

not done correctly.

and contention, involving testimony from company
personnel and experts, demonstrative exhibits, and
36 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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In simple terms, prejudgment interest is computed by

prejudgment interest right, especially given the

applying an appropriate interest rate (or rates) to the

consequences.

amount of past damages. There is no question that

This article addresses several of the most

the choice of the prejudgment interest rate makes

significant economic issues involving prejudgment

a meaningful difference in the total award inclusive

interest under the assumption that a damages award

of prejudgment interest. Consider an example of a

(and thus the prejudgment interest component of

damages award of €10m for harm incurred 10 years

the award) is intended to make the claimant whole.

ago. This amount is to be brought forward to the

If prejudgment interest exceeds the amount needed

present. The two candidate prejudgment interest

to make the claimant whole, we say the claimant has

rates are annual rates of 4 percent (yielding €4.8m

received a windfall. Prejudgment interest insufficient

in interest) and 10 percent (yielding €15.9m in

to make the claimant whole leads to a windfall to

interest). (Note that interest amounts are
computed using annual compounding.
In the absence of some statutory or
contractual directive to the contrary,
it would not be appropriate to base
prejudgment interest on simple
interest.) In this example, like many
actual arbitration awards, the amount of
interest can approach or even become

“Arbitrators should be provided with the
information they need to ensure that neither
side gains unduly from the prejudgment interest
consideration.”

the largest component of the total
damages award.
While prejudgment interest rates
can sometimes be set by statute or stipulated by

the respondent. Arbitrators should be provided with

contract, often they are not. In our view, selection

the information they need to ensure that neither

of the appropriate prejudgment interest rate is an

side gains unduly from the prejudgment interest

economic issue deserving serious attention during

consideration. This means that the parties need to

the damages phase of the proceedings. Since parties

be prepared to offer a prejudgment interest rate

to a dispute commonly spend considerable resources

that accurately accounts for the economic risks

addressing other economic issues in damages

associated with the harm at issue in the dispute,

analyses, it makes sense to get the economics of
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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as well as other issues that affect the rate, such as
taxation or exchange rates.

A motivating example
Let’s continue the example involving €10m in
damages awarded based on harm that occurred 10
years before the hearing date. How can this amount
be brought forward to the present day without
providing either the claimant or respondent with a
windfall?
In our hypothetical case, let’s assume that the
claimant argues for prejudgment interest computed
at the average rate of return its investors expect for
money invested in the company. This is a common
argument: claimants often aver that but for the harm
caused by the respondent, the claimant would have
had access to funds in the amount of the damages
award on which it would have expected to earn
returns at this rate. Superficially, the argument that
the conduct at issue deprived the claimant of the
opportunity to earn expected returns at its normal
rate has a simple intuitive appeal.
In this scenario, the claimant is arguing, in effect,
for a prejudgment interest rate equal to its assetbased cost of capital. The asset-based cost of capital
represents the average expected return earned on
assets invested in the company’s operations. Let’s
suppose that in this case, the company’s asset-based
cost of capital averaged 10 percent over the period.
In this situation, prejudgment interest would amount
to €15.9m, as above.
38 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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The respondent in turn proposes that prejudgment

would have obtained had it not suffered damages.

interest should be computed at the short-term

Some investments that the claimant might have

interest rate paid by government bonds. This can be

made may have yielded high returns; others may

referred to as the ‘risk-free’ rate, so-called because

have generated a loss. Due to risk, there is no way to

there is normally little to no risk that the investor

know what specific return would have been obtained

will not get his or her money back after maturity

absent the conduct in dispute.

of the bond. As justification, the respondent may

It is apparent that setting the prejudgment interest

argue: why should the claimant be entitled to a rate

rate at the asset-based cost of capital would result in

higher than this? The issue here is damages, not a

overcompensation. Awarding prejudgment interest

risky investment, and accordingly we are interested

at the average expected rate of return earned on

in accounting for the time value of money over the

the company’s operations would compensate the

period in question and not rewarding the claimant’s

company and its investors for risk that was not

investors by bolstering damages.

actually incurred. If the €10m had been available

Risk-free rates on short-term government

(instead of lost due to the respondent’s conduct)

investments are relatively low in most major

it might have been invested to earn a return equal

developed countries, especially in recent years.

to that earned on the company’s operations. But

Suppose the average rate over the 10-year period

to do so the funds would have been exposed to

in question has been 1.5 percent. In this situation,

the average level of business risk that all of the

prejudgment interest damages would amount to

company’s other investments incur. Because the

€1.6m, or about 10 percent of the claimant’s number.

funds were not exposed to this risk, awarding
prejudgment interest at the asset-based cost of

Analysis
Who is right? In the above example, neither the

capital would be inappropriate.
Now consider the respondent’s proposal. Assuming

claimant nor the respondent is quite right. As implied

the respondent is a company (and not a government),

in the above discussion, the appropriate focus of the

this is not quite right, either. The damages incurred

analysis is on risk. What risk did the claimant actually

by the respondent’s conduct are economically

bear, and what is the appropriate compensation for

equivalent to a forced investment by the claimant

that risk?

in the respondent, with the investment maturing at

Consider the claimant’s proposal first. At the date

the date of the award. Prejudgment interest at the

of the hearing, the arbitral panel has no reliable

risk-free rate implies that this investment is as safe as

means of ascertaining the actual return the claimant

an investment in a government bond. But in general,
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investing in companies is not as safe as investing

approach to prejudgment interest, the prejudgment

in the government. There is always some default

interest rate should account for the tax obligations

risk that a company will go out of business or will

that the claimant would have incurred had the

otherwise be unable to repay the investment. For this

damages caused by the conduct at issue been paid

reason, yields on corporate bonds are typically higher

over time. The examples above are oversimplified in

than yields on government bonds.

that they do not account for taxes.

So to be made whole, the claimant should be

Whether and how to account for taxes is an area

compensated for the default risk it incurred in

that often generates bitter contention between

investing in the respondent’s business, where such

claimants and respondents. Claimants sometimes

risk incorporates the possibility the respondent will

suggest that the damages award should be treated

go out of business or otherwise be unable to pay

like a one-time investment that provides a lump-

the damages award when it comes due. This risk

sum payment upon maturity. In this situation, it is

can be approximated by the rate of return on the

suggested that the claimant will pay the taxes to

respondent’s corporate debt.

the government when the damages award is paid.

Sometimes, a respondent’s debt rate might not

Therefore, there should be accounting for taxes in the

be available. Financial information for privately-held

calculation of the total damages award, including the

companies, for example, is often difficult to obtain.

prejudgment interest.

In these cases, appropriate rates can be calculated

This is only partially correct. In general, there need

based on public information on market rates of

not be an accounting for taxes in the calculation

return on debt for companies in the same industry

of the base damages, but the impact of taxes does

and broadly the same risk class. Suppose, for this

need to be considered in the appropriate calculation

example, that the respondent’s return on debt was

of prejudgment interest. The correct approach is

5.2 percent. In this situation, prejudgment interest

to calculate prejudgment interest by removing the

would amount to €6.6m – not surprisingly, an

effect of the taxes that would have been paid had

amount between the result of the rates proposed by

the damages been awarded at the time of injury and

the claimant and the respondent.

then invested in debt of the respondent. It is apparent
that in this situation, the claimant would earn

Other issues
Risk is not the only factor that affects the value of

interest each year, but part of those interest earnings
would be remitted to the government as taxes. Only

an investment. Companies pay taxes on earnings.

the annual after-tax interest payment would be

Unless a jurisdiction provides for a statutory

compounded over time. Accordingly, to account for
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the loss in compound value due to taxes, the correct

harm), neither party can expect to receive a windfall

prejudgment interest rate is the after-tax debt rate of

from this approach.

the respondent. With the same respondent debt rate
used above, 5.2 percent, and a corporate tax rate of
30 percent, the accurate calculation would generate

Conclusion
Disputes involving arbitrators seldom involve

€4.3m in prejudgment interest. Following the

disputed behaviour that started only recently;

claimant’s proposed approach would have generated

instead, they often focus on issues and alleged harm

a substantial windfall to the claimant.

that precedes the arbitration by years. This means

Another challenge that arises more often in

that not only do arbitrators need to determine an

international arbitration than in other venues for

appropriate amount of damages, but also a way

dispute resolution is the issue of exchange rates:

to compensate the claimant for lack of access

which currency should provide the basis for the

to damages during the period of dispute. Taking

damages award, and what exchange rate should

seriously the risks actually borne by the claimant, as

be used? In general, it is preferable to determine

well as other fundamental economic considerations,

prejudgment interest using the currency of the

will help ensure that the prejudgment interest

base damages award. This may require converting

component of the damages award does not unduly

the respondent’s debt rate for the calculation of

favour either party. CD

prejudgment interest, typically denominated in the
respondent’s home currency, into the currency of the
base damages award.
Modifying our basic example, suppose the claimant

Dr Peter Rankin

is an American company and suffered losses of

Vice President

$10m due to the conduct of the respondent, a

Washington, DC, United States

European company. The respondent has incurred
an obligation of $10m as of the date of harm, and it
would be appropriate to use the respondent’s aftertax debt rate (as denominated in dollars) to compute
prejudgment interest. It will almost certainly be the
case that the actual exchange rate as of the date of
the award differs from that as of the date of harm.
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prankin@crai.com

Dr Andrew Tepperman
Principal
Toronto, ON, Canada
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E: atepperman@crai.com
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NEW YO R K AT T H E
EPICE N T R E O F
INTER N AT I O N A L
ARBITRATI ON
by ALEXANDRA DOSMAN
> New York International Arbitration Center (NYIAC)

N

ew York is not only a global financial centre,

emphasised “the long and strong public policy in

it is also a leading venue for international

favor of arbitration” and the Second Circuit (the

arbitration. Parties choose to arbitrate in

federal appellate court covering New York) has held

New York for various reasons, including the well-

that the “federal policy favoring arbitration is even

developed nature of New York substantive law in

stronger in the context of international transactions”.

commercial matters, the city’s international profile,
and its deep pool of talented practitioners.
New York also has neutral courts with extensive

This article examines the legal framework for
recognising and enforcing foreign arbitral awards in
New York courts, as well as the limited grounds for

experience in complex commercial disputes that

challenging arbitration awards made in New York

follow a strong policy in favour of international

under the Federal Arbitration Act.

arbitration. The New York Court of Appeals has
42 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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New York supports recognition and
enforcement of arbitral awards
The United States is party to both the Convention

Generale de l’Industrie du Papier, 508 F.2d 969, 973
(2d Cir. 1974)) The party wishing to have a foreign
arbitral award recognised in New York courts is

on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign

required to provide the “duly authorized original

Arbitral Awards of 1958 (the New York Convention)

award or a duly certified copy thereof” and the

and the Inter-American Convention on International

arbitration agreement “or a duly certified copy

Commercial Arbitration (the Panama Convention).

thereof”. If the documents are not in English, a

The New York Convention greatly enhances
the portability of arbitral awards by identifying

certified translation must be included.
Once these basic documents have been provided

limited grounds for challenging the recognition and

to the court and jurisdictional requirements have

enforcement of awards made in another state that

been satisfied, the party resisting enforcement bears

is party to the Convention. Domestically,
the New York Convention is enacted in
United States law as Chapter 2 of the
Federal Arbitration Act.
The Panama Convention has a similar
function with respect to recognition
and enforcement, and it is enacted
domestically in the United States as

“New York courts narrowly construe the grounds
for non-recognition of arbitral awards set forth in
the New York and Panama Conventions.”

Chapter 3 of the Federal Arbitration Act.
In United States courts, the Panama
Convention (and not the New York
Convention) applies if “a majority of the parties to

the burden of demonstrating that the award should

the arbitration agreement are citizens of a State or

not be enforced. New York courts narrowly construe

States that have ratified or acceded to the [Panama]

the grounds for non-recognition of arbitral awards

Convention and are a member of the Organization of

set forth in the New York and Panama Conventions.

American States”. (9 U.S.C. s. 305(1))

Notably, recognition and enforcement may not be

The Second Circuit has said that “basic thrust”
of the New York Convention was to “liberalize

denied on the basis that the arbitrators erred in their
assessment of the facts or interpretation of the law.

procedures for enforcing foreign arbitral awards”.
(Parsons & Whittemore Overseas Co. v. Societe
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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Grounds for vacating arbitral awards are
narrowly interpreted
Arbitral awards that are made in New York may

City Bar Association in August 2012 concluded that
“the manifest disregard doctrine has been applied
sparingly, especially so in the context of international

be challenged on a motion to set aside or to vacate

awards challenged in New York state and federal

the award. Chapter 1 of the Federal Arbitration Act

courts”. Indeed, on the basis of extensive empirical

sets forth grounds for challenging international

research, the report noted that “no international

arbitration awards rendered in the United States.

arbitral award rendered in New York has ever been

These are substantially similar to the grounds for

set aside in the Second Circuit on the ground of

non-recognition of arbitral awards set forth in the

manifest disregard”.

New York Convention and the Panama Convention.
The Federal Arbitration Act grounds are that: (i) the

Conclusion

award was procured by corruption, fraud, or undue

The enforceability of arbitral awards made

means; (ii) there was evident partiality or corruption

elsewhere and the finality of arbitration awards

by the arbitrators; (iii) the arbitrators were guilty of

rendered in New York both illustrate New York’s pro-

misconduct in refusing to hear evidence pertinent

arbitration policy and legal framework. New York’s

and material to the controversy or of any other

attractiveness as a venue for international arbitration

misbehaviour by which the rights of any party have

is heightened by the presence of world-class

been prejudiced; or (iv) the arbitrators exceeded

arbitration practitioners and service providers, as

their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that

well as the city’s global profile and accessibility. The

a mutual, final, and definite award upon the subject

convenience of holding arbitrations in New York was

matter submitted was not made.

recently enhanced with the launch of a dedicated

The United States Supreme Court has held that
the Federal Arbitration Act grounds for the setting-

hearing centre for international arbitrations, centrally
located in Midtown Manhattan. CD

aside or vacatur of arbitral awards are exclusive. The
law remains unsettled as to the continued viability
or effect of a judicially-created doctrine, “manifest
disregard for the law”, which has its origins in a
1953 case, Wilko v. Swan. However, it is clear that
the application of the doctrine is exceedingly rare.

Alexandra Dosman
Executive Director
New York International Arbitration Center
(NYIAC)

A detailed report issued by the Committee on
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THE S I AC E M E R G E N CY
ARBITRATOR EX PER I E NC E
by VIVEKANANDA N. AND ABHA PAREEK
> SIAC

international dispute. People and companies

P

time. A party may have pressing concerns that need

want to get on with their business and

to be addressed immediately. These are, most often,

not have to tussle with one another. Litigation or

measures required to protect the interest of a party,

arbitration, by all means, is a harrowing experience.

such as misuse of intellectual property or confidential

Personal passions apart, being involved in an

information, protection against some action by a

international arbitration is rarely a matter of joy,

third party, being able to sell a property, obtaining

except to counsel. Obtaining relief quickly is the key

information urgently, and so on. These are commonly

factor.

referred to as interim relief – i.e., relief granted in

arties rarely want to be engaged in an

www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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the interim before or while a main claim is being

in mind, after an initial foray in 1999, the ICDR (AAA)

adjudicated.

introduced a set of provisions titled ‘Emergency

When in court, such interim relief is sought for,
and granted by, the court. In an arbitration, most

Measures of Protection’. In 2010, the SCC introduced
similar provisions.

institutional rules prescribe that an arbitral tribunal
has the power to grant such interim relief. For
instance, the rules of the Singapore International

SIAC emergency arbitrators
In July 2010, SIAC became the first international

Arbitration Centre (SIAC), SIAC Rules 2013, state

arbitral institution based in Asia to introduce

specifically (in rule 26.1) that an arbitral tribunal may,

provisions that permitted a party to seek the

at the request of a party “issue an order or an award

appointment of an arbitrator specifically to deal with

granting an injunction or any other interim relief it

requests for urgent interim relief. That arbitrator was

deems appropriate”.

designated an ‘emergency arbitrator’. The ICC and

The issue is compounded when there is no arbitral
tribunal in place, since it may take a significant

Swiss Chamber of Commerce followed suit in 2012.
The provisions are contained in Schedule 1 of the

amount of time to set up a tribunal, depending on the

SIAC Rules and are complemented by an earlier rule

requirements of a particular arbitration agreement

that provides that a request for interim relief from a

or the institutional rules. In such cases, parties

judicial authority is not incompatible with the rules.

can normally approach a court to request interim

The SIAC rules require a party to make an

measures for protection. The UNCITRAL Model Law

application for the appointment of an emergency

on international commercial arbitration recognises

arbitrator either concurrent with or following the

and provides for this (in article 9) and countries such

filing of a notice of arbitration. The President of the

as Singapore that have adopted the Model Law

SIAC Court of Arbitration decides shortly thereafter,

provide similar provisions in their legislation, namely

typically in a matter of hours, if the application

section 12A of the Singapore International Arbitration

is to be accepted, and if so, proceeds to appoint

Act.

an emergency arbitrator from the SIAC panel of
arbitrators. The Rules require that this appointment

Emergency arbitrators

be made within one business day, and further that,

It may not, however, always be the ideal option

once appointed, the emergency arbitrator set out a

to approach a court. A party may be unfamiliar with

schedule for consideration of the application within

local procedure. It may not wish to have its dispute in

two business days. Parties are generally in a scurry

the public domain and in the newspapers. With this
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and timelines are tight. These appointments are not

deal with the application. A telephone hearing was

for the laidback.

conducted. The bank guarantees were called upon in

An SIAC emergency arbitrator enjoys the same

the meantime and the emergency arbitrator issued

powers as a normal arbitral tribunal; including the

an interim order directing the respondent to deposit

power to determine his own jurisdiction, to award

the proceeds it had received from the guarantees

interim relief in his discretion and to apportion costs

with the bank to the claimant’s credit. He also

(subject to review by a tribunal). Unless parties agree,

directed that the amount was not to be drawn upon

an emergency arbitrator cannot form part of the

until final determination by the tribunal.

main tribunal. The order or award of an emergency
arbitrator ceases to have effect if a tribunal is not
constituted within 90 days.

Tests
The test applied was one of a ‘real probability’ of
success and, having found that the claimant

Examples from SIAC
Twenty-five applications have been filed with
SIAC since the inception of
these provisions, with four
ongoing applications at the
time of writing. Cases have

had a credible claim in the arbitration, the
emergency arbitrator found an injunctive
order appropriate. Soon after, the parties
settled the case and withdrew the
main arbitration.
Since American Cyanamid

come from different sectors

(1975), different tests have been

and involved several nationalities.

propounded for the granting of

A classic example is that of

interim relief. The existence of

an Indian claimant who sought an

a prima facie case, a strong

injunction restraining a respondent

case for trial, the possibility

from calling upon performance
bank guarantees provided under a
contract for provision of dredging

of irreparable or irreversible
damage to one party, all
coupled with the balance

services at a port in India. Within

of convenience, are

24 hours a Singaporean arbitrator

factors that courts have

had been appointed as emergency

often used. Similarly,

arbitrator and a further 24 hours

SIAC emergency

later, a schedule was established to

arbitrators have used
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the real probability test or a good arguable case

departure of a vessel. The average time for an interim

test in granting or denying interim relief in addition

order from the receipt of an application has been a

to considering the element of whether irreparable

mere 2.5 days. The average time for an award after

harm is likely to be caused if interim relief were not

having heard parties on the request has been 8.5

granted.

days and has been as short as 1 day.

Requests and timelines

arbitrators in Singapore is provided for by legislative

The enforceability of awards by emergency
SIAC emergency arbitrators have been requested

amendments introduced in 2012. Parties in the 21

for many varied orders, including, among others:

completed cases at SIAC have either complied with

(i) restraining a BVI company from breaching a

such orders or have settled disputes soon thereafter.

confidentiality agreement by filing litigations in
multiple jurisdictions; (ii) to permit an
Indonesian claimant to sell a shipment
of coal that had not been accepted by
a Chinese respondent buyer and was
deteriorating at a Chinese port over
the Chinese new year; (iii) to preserve
the status quo of a Dutch claimant as
exclusive distributor of a respondent’s
products; (iv) to permit a BVI company

“The average time for an interim order from the
receipt of an application has been a mere 2.5
days. The average time for an award after having
heard parties on the request has been 8.5 days
and has been as short as 1 day.”

unimpeded access to inspect a property
development in Vietnam where the
respondent was effecting alterations to properties
to remedy defects; (v) a Mareva injunction against

Costs
The costs of these proceedings at SIAC have

a Bruneian national from disposing shares and

been facilitative. A fixed fee of SGD 3000 (US$2400)

dissipating assets; (vi) a freezing order against Indian

is charged by SIAC for its administrative costs. The

respondents from transferring assets and to disclose

emergency arbitrator’s fees are determined by the

financial records and statements to an international

Registrar while being subject to a cap computed at

financial institution; (vii) and orders against a shipyard

20 percent of a sole arbitrator’s fee cap derived from

which had been contracted for steelworks and

the SIAC arbitrator’s ad valorem schedule of fees.

maintenance works, from interfering with the safe
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India
Interestingly, 49 out of 235 new cases filed at
SIAC in 2012, and 7 out of 23 emergency arbitrator
applications, involved Indian parties. Of particular
interest in the Indian context is that these provisions
have found greater resonance given the greater
frequency of urgent interim relief applications in
Indian courts – BALCO (2012), which prospectively
excludes the powers of Indian courts to grant interim

Vivekananda N.
Head (South Asia) & Counsel
Singapore International Arbitration Centre
(SIAC)
T: +65 6221 8833
E: vivekananda@siac.org.sg
Abha Pareek
Counsel
Singapore International Arbitration Centre
(SIAC)

relief in relation to foreign seated arbitrations, and

T: +65 6221 8833

recent judicial endorsements of the SIAC emergency

E: abhapareek@siac.org.sg

arbitrator provisions by the Madras and Bombay High
Courts. CD
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WHAT ’ S N E W A BO U T
PARTY R E P R E S E N TAT I O N I N
ARBITRATI ON ?
by YAROSLAVA SOROKHTEY
> ASSOCIATION FOR INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION (AIA)

(IBA) developed new Guidelines on Party

R

that a party’s representative should not cause

Representation in Arbitration for parties and

unnecessary delay or expenses; the Guidelines also

their representatives to determine their conduct

emphasised that it is forbidden to use tactics to

during proceedings. The work group tried to find

obstruct the arbitral proceedings.

ecently, the International Bar Association

The Guidelines are based on the main principle

a uniform set of ethical standards of professional
conduct in arbitral proceedings, to develop a
compromise between common law and civil law
countries.

Structure
The Guidelines are divided into nine chapters
composed of: a preamble, definitions, the application
of guidelines, party representation, communications
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with arbitrators, information exchange and

Regarding the application of the Guidelines, it is

disclosure, witness and experts and, finally, remedies

stated that the parties can decide whether they

for misconduct.

will apply the rules or not. The Guidelines do not

The Preamble explains the purpose of its

mention what the tribunal should do where there is

Guidelines, the necessity of developing such rules

an absence of an agreement between the parties to

and on what basis. Those Guidelines are aimed at

apply those rules. The tribunal can apply the rules

making the proceedings more transparent and can

after consultation with the parties but such rules

be adopted in whole or in part by the parties or

must not replace other mandatory rules.

arbitral tribunal.

Chapter three is dedicated to the topic of party
representation, which is an important issue in

Important issues

arbitral proceedings since it is closely connected

Several important terms are explained in the

to the opportunity to present one’s case. In several

‘definitions’ chapter, among others. For example,

countries it is even the constitutional right of each

the definition of ‘misconduct’ is provided as “breach

individual – to choose one’s own representative, even

of those rules or any other action that
the Tribunal deems to be against the
duties of Party Representative”. The term
‘knowingly’ is also clarified as “actual
knowledge of the fact or the question”.
However, the term ‘false’ should also
be defined. For example, when a party’s
representative is deleting parts of the

“Party representation is an important issue in
arbitral proceedings since it is closely connected
to the opportunity to present one’s case.”

witness statement – will this constitute
a breach of the guidelines? Since on
the one hand the witness statement in
this scenario is still technically correct, it might not

though in most cases it concerns litigation (especially

fall into the ‘false’ category, whilst on the other hand,

criminal proceedings). Nevertheless, while talking

such an intentional ‘exclusion’ of random parts of the

about arbitral proceedings it is still very important

witness statement can obviously twist the facts of

to give the party opportunity to choose its own

the case and mislead the tribunal.

counsel to represent its case properly. Guidelines 4-6
provide the Arbitral Tribunal with the opportunity to
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exclude counsel in some cases – for example when

ethical rules usually concern litigation proceedings.

there are changes in party representation during the

The Guidelines clearly identify the conduct of the

proceedings and a conflict of interest exists between

parties and counsel during arbitral proceedings and

newly appointed counsels and one of the members

help raise clients’ awareness of the ethical norms

of the arbitral tribunal. In this case the Tribunal, when

existing in arbitration.

taking such a complicated and delicate decision,

Some commentators have argued that the

should make sure that justifiable circumstances

Guidelines should be more specific – for example,

exist to disqualify the counsel in order to avoid

Guideline 26 states that a tribunal can sanction

possible annulment of the award on the grounds

counsel for misconduct, allowing the apportioning

that the party did not have an opportunity to present

of the costs, but it does not clarify how this should

its case. This was an issue in the case of Hrvatska

be done or the technicalities of the procedure

Elektroprivreda d.d. v. Republic of Slovenia (ICSID

itself. Moreover, some fear that those rules may be

Case No. ARB/05/24).

conflicting with national rules, especially in civil law

Crucially, the Guidelines also focus on witness
statements. Accordingly, the principles of ‘candour

countries.
Finally, the Guidelines developed by the IBA should

and honesty’ are key when it comes to counsel

promote transparency in arbitral proceedings,

ethics. Guideline 24 examines how to prepare

highlighting ethical standards for counsel and

witness testimony. Unfortunately, it seems to take a

ensuring efficiency and fairness. CD

common law approach – allowing help with drafting
and providing for mock cross-examinations – so it
is unclear how those rules should work in civil law
countries, where, for example, cross-examination is
not a common practice.

Conclusions
The Guidelines are very useful because they deal
solely with arbitral proceedings, while other existing
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A NEW RE A L I T Y E M ER G I NG
IN CO R P O RAT E C O U N S E L
DISPUTE M AN AG EM E NT ?
by DR KARL MACKIE
> CENTRE FOR EFFECTIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (CEDR)

A

fter the consultation, the substance of the

information and insight into how mediation is

Jackson Reforms has finally started coming

currently being used in-house. The clear message is

into effect. Since April of this year, changes to

that organisations are happy to use mediation and

the Civil Procedure rules with regard to case funding

other forms of ADR. However, the practicalities of

mean that now more than ever, issues such as

usage are currently in a state of change. Historically,

proportionality of costs and settlement offers carry

organisations would rely almost exclusively on

real consequence for any legal counsel thinking of

external counsel as the ‘gatekeepers’ to mediation

taking a dispute to court. The increased focus on the

as a means of resolving a dispute, but this appears

cost of justice has also, necessarily, revived interest

no longer to be the case. Increasingly, corporate

in alternative dispute resolution practices such as

counsel are choosing to approach mediation bodies

mediation and arbitration, and in particular how

themselves without external assistance – for simple

current practice is evolving to meet the needs of an

disputes at least.

increasingly diverse client base.
This year CEDR undertook a survey of 50 legal
specialists responsible for dispute resolution within

A new status
The change in how corporate counsel use

companies, and while this is not a fully statistically

mediation is in part a reflection of how contracts are

significant sample is does provide us with useful

now put together: most contracts include an ADR
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asked why, respondents cited speed, knowledge and
cost pressures as the main drivers of interest. One
respondent said that “court delays are increasing,
and more court litigation needs a swift outcome”;
another simply gave us the word “recession”.

New approaches
The reasons for corporate counsel approaching
ADR providers directly are along very similar lines –
direct approaches are quicker, cheaper and can give
a more satisfactory settlement than ones obtained
clause directing signatories to mediation or other
non-litigious processes before seeking redress in
the courtroom or at arbitration. Around four-fifths
of respondents said they used ADR clauses in
contracts. The most popular clause was mediation,
cited by 62 percent of respondents, followed by
arbitration clauses used by 50 percent. Responses
to our survey identified that after direct negotiation,
settlement by mediation is the next most popular
way of resolving disputes; with only 13 percent of
respondents saying they had never used mediation.
Those with experience of mediation ranged from a
handful of cases to those who had been involved in
well in excess of 100 cases, in a couple of instances.
Respondents who claimed to never have used
mediation are in danger of being left behind: nearly
three-quarters of respondents to our survey said
that over the next three years they expected use of
mediation to grow, with nearly one-fifth reporting
that they expected to see ‘significant’ growth. When
54 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013

through the courts. Interestingly, direct approaches
from corporate counsel to mediators also provide a
unique opportunity to involve what might be termed
‘internal clients’ actively – executives and board
members.
Examples of the benefits of mediation arranged
internally were numerous. Firstly, it gives key
decision makers direct access and involvement with
disputes, unlike in disputes going through the legal
system. Second, according to one in-house counsel
“Mediation creates a direct link between the parties.
Court procedures place litigation at the centre of all
the cases, rather than placing the parties’ interest
at the centre of such attention”. And third, when
arranged internally, cases (that did not contain
complex legal arguments) were felt to be simpler to
handle and cheaper to organise.
Most respondents said that when arranged by the
in-house team, outcomes were either no different
to using external counsel or in fact better. However,
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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for complex cases, using external advisers was still

teams as a key management tool. We should also

highly valued by in-house counsel. There is clearly

deduce that whilst in-house teams are happy to

now a level of sophistication emerging in-house

involve external advisers when appropriate, there is

regarding the use of mediation, understanding its

substantial and growing confidence for mediations

benefits and when to bring in additional support to

to be set up internally. When looking at attitudes to

run the process.

dispute resolution, when control of process costs, as

We asked those taking the survey to identify with

well as collaboration, are favoured over fighting all

one of four statements relating to dispute handling.

challenges, it is not surprising that in-house contracts

Almost half (46 percent) opted for the statement “We

regularly include ADR clauses to ensure that

approach disputes from a commercial perspective as

preferred methods of dispute resolution are used. It

a first principle and will consider our stance based on

follows too that the use of mediation is expected to

this position”. The second most popular statement

continue to grow in the next three years.

was taking a collaborative approach and finding a

Greater experience with direct use of mediation

mutually beneficial solution (37 percent). No one

should also increase confidence to adopt it for a

selected the statement purporting an automatically

broader range of difficult conversations, including

robust and non-conciliatory response, and only a

consumer class actions or boardroom disputes.

few said they normally just try to be conciliatory (16

Also, given growing global awareness, mediation

percent).

will become increasingly common for cross-border
matters. A number of corporate counsel were very

Where next?
The findings from our survey form the start of an

much part of the first wave of campaigning for
lawyers and businesses to recognise ADR. Clearly

ongoing discussion which needs to be continued

this survey indicates most are now gearing up to be

with in-house corporate counsel and senior

an integral part of its practice in the post-Jackson

management about their needs and wants from

world. CD

the field of alternative dispute resolution. This initial
insight into the pressures of dispute resolution and
in-house legal teams shows how they regularly
choose to use mediation to help meet the demands
of their organisation. Whilst negotiation is by far the

Dr Karl Mackie
Chief Executive
Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution
(CEDR)

most popular method for early dispute resolution,

T: +44 (0) 20 7536 6010

mediation is consciously being used by in-house

E: kmackie@cedr.com
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MEDIAT I O N I N U K RA I N E :
GEND E R A SP E C T S
by SVITLANA KHEDA
> ICC UKRAINE

W

hen it comes to analysing obstacles for

subordinate. Her place in public has been limited

mediation developing in Ukraine, few

to meekly following the instructions of the male

people, even mediators themselves,

mastermind. Ukrainian men believe it is sufficient for

consider the gender issue. This can probably be

a woman to lead at home. Indeed, Ukrainian women

explained by the existence of de facto gender

are the top managers in their families while men rule

inequality in Ukraine, which is so obvious that no one

at work, perhaps compensating for this celebrated

really pays attention.

domestic discrimination. The result is that the

For thousands of years of Ukrainian history, the

majority of decision makers in Ukraine are men who

vast majority of Ukrainian society has considered

only take male professionals seriously; most believe

the role of a woman as the ideal assistant and
56 CORPORATE DISPUTES  Jul–Sep 2013
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that listening to a woman is a waste of their precious

family and employment mediation has developed

time.

more rapidly than, for instance, commercial

That said, there is a female majority among
Ukrainian mediators, legal counsel who represent

mediation.
The gender factor impacts the development of

clients during mediation and, in general, champions

mediation in Ukraine, to the extent that even if a

of the mediation movement, which can be partially

miracle occurs and the chief executive of a Ukrainian

attributed to the soft skills that play an important role

company chooses mediation to resolve a dispute, he

in the mediation process.

will not be comfortable revealing his problem and

As a result, the common practice in Ukraine is
that, when a woman (either external counsel or in-

background to a woman whose title sounds similar to
‘meditation’.

house) offers mediation services to a potential male

In a broad sense, men have an evolutionary

client, his view is clouded by social prejudices and,

tendency to ‘fight’ their rivals instead of trying to

consequently, he loses sight of mediation and the

identify their interests and work with them. In the

obvious benefits it offers, purely because a woman is

other words, the nature of mediation is somewhat

marketing the concept.

at odds with male nature. Thus, to make mediation

A similar situation exists in Ukrainian law firms,

attractive to Ukrainian men, they must be educated

where male partners (who are the vast majority)

about this method of dispute resolution in their

refuse to listen to the persuasive arguments of their

own terms. Potential male consumers of mediation

female colleagues in favour of offering mediation to

services should not be given the full details and

the clients. At best, they do not intervene, leaving

specifics of the mediation process, its principles and

their female associates to muster the time and

other theoretical information. Rather, they should

resources on their own, with little or no support from

be given a concise presentation focusing on: (i) the

the law firm. However, even this rare ‘positive’ result

pros of mediation compared to traditional means of

is possible only if a woman has managed to create

settling disputes; (ii) key proven benefits of mediation;

a pipeline of successful innovations by the time she

and (iii) impressive mediation success stories. In view

gathers the courage to raise her voice in favour of

of the confidentiality of the mediation process, it

this questionable and practically untested dispute

might be difficult (but nevertheless possible) to cover

resolution mechanism.

the latter point.

As can be seen, mediation in Ukraine is

The major challenge a mediation promoter

predestined to be appreciated, promoted and

faces during a tête-à-tête meeting with a potential

consumed by female professionals. This explains why

male customer is getting him interested. This can
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be primarily achieved by demonstrating where

least one man will serve as mediator. The challenge

the money is. In addition, one of the key residual

here is that currently there are only a handful of

messages that potential male consumers of

Ukrainian male mediators and legal counsel familiar

mediation services should be left with is that

with the mediation process and qualified to represent

mediation is not a hobby but a serious profession,

clients in a mediation procedure. However, this

and that not only training but special skills are

situation should be changing gradually and we should

required to become a mediator. In the other words,

see more male mediators and attorneys specialising

the male driven market must realise that mediators,

in mediation when the market demand for mediation

when it comes to knowledge, skills, responsibility and

increases.

other professional attributes, are on par with lawyers,

In the meantime, one interim solution to the gender

arbitrators, etc. On the other hand, it should be clear

obstacle holding back the development of mediation

that a mediator is not a lawyer, arbitrator, business

in Ukraine is the creation of an organisation or a

consultant, psychologist, judge or friend. Mediators

club tasked with promoting mediation to Ukrainian

exist as a separate, self-sufficient profession.

businesses. This does not need to be a formal entity,

To facilitate the message, it is preferable for male

but rather a platform uniting some well-known

mediators or legal counsel who favours mediation

Ukrainian lawyers and mediators of any gender with

to be present at the initial meeting with a potential

an established reputation, whose names alone would

Ukrainian male client. At this first meeting, it is worth

provide evidence in favour of mediation. CD

mentioning that mediation is one profession where
a woman’s natural soft skills give them an advantage
and, to provide them with some worldwide statistics
on the successful male/female mediator ratio.
Before mediation becomes a trusted and widely
used dispute settling mechanism in Ukraine, a male

Svitlana Kheda
Head of Mediation Centre
ICC Ukraine
T: +38 (050) 469 7200
E: svitlana.khyeda@gmail.com

client should be offered a mediation panel where at
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all steps of the dispute process, the pre-arbitral phase, the arbitration
proceedings and the enforcement or annulment of the award. She
assists clients in commercial arbitration, under the aegis of several
arbitral institutions as well as in ad hoc proceedings.

Dr Gregory K. Bell, group vice president at Charles River Associates,
is a testifying expert witness on damages issues in a variety of
contexts and venues. He also consults extensively on competitive
strategy issues. Dr Bell has appeared in antitrust, intellectual property,
transfer pricing, financial markets, valuation, and general commercial
damages matters in courts and arbitration proceedings in North
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CD: What are some of the key
considerations for parties entering into
a dispute resolution process in today’s
business environment? What factors
should influence the choice of dispute
resolution method?

negotiation, mediation or conciliation before bringing
a formal action. As to the factors influencing the
choice of dispute resolution method, one should
keep in mind that it might often be the case where
there is in fact no choice of dispute resolution
method – for instance, if the contract is unbalanced,
the stronger party might impose the method. In the

Duclercq: Today’s business environment – and

event there is a real choice, several factors have

especially the financial crisis – has increased the

to be taken into account, including whether the

parties’ concern for the efficiency and costs of

parties are used to alternative dispute resolution;

international dispute resolution. Although it was

whether they are from different countries – a neutral

a concern prior to the crisis, parties now tend to

institution might be preferable; the location of the

assess even more thoroughly the costs and risks

facts of the case; whether a public entity is involved

of commencing litigation or arbitration, and to

in the dispute; the potential need for provisional

favour prior amicable resolution methods such as

measures; and the difficulty of language barriers. An
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essential factor is also the probability of enforcement

costs and the possibilities each process offers in

and location of the assets of the other party should

respect of accessibility of information. Furthermore,

the case be won.

the level of influence parties would like to have on
the procedures to be followed during the dispute

Bell: From an expert and a business consultant’s

resolution process are relevant, as well as the

perspective, negotiations are preferable to escalating

question of whether an opportunity for appeal is

a dispute to more formal means of resolution. This

desirable.

tends to be particularly true when the two sides
involved in the dispute are partnering or cooperating
in support of some larger goal, such as bringing a
new product to market or exploiting the opportunity
for a new product or technology. Often, it seems that
escalating matters to a formal dispute resolution

CD: To what extent are the cost saving
benefits of arbitration being eroded by
evolving processes, such as the cost of
expert witnesses, detailed discovery, and
management of the arbitral process?

process places a damper on any ongoing business
efforts between the two parties to continue to make

Bell: We don’t really see the cost-saving benefits

progress on the commercial opportunity. The result

of arbitration being eroded by the cost of expert

could be that both parties are worse off because

witnesses and more detailed discovery. From

the commercial opportunity is ineffectively pursued.

our perspective, these are required elements of

Nonetheless, in some situations, there may be no

arbitration in order to achieve an appropriate result.

alternative other than a formal means of dispute

As arbitrations involve more technical issues,

resolution.

experts and increased discovery should become the
norm in order to reach an informed decision. With

Bos: A decision about which dispute resolution

respect to increasing costs, we have seen panels

process will be followed, if required, should

become almost too deferential to the parties and not

preferably be taken ‘in good times’. It is therefore

sufficiently aggressive in hewing to a timeline for the

recommendable to agree on the process to be

process. Long periods of time between sittings of the

followed in case of a dispute when starting a

panel also tend to increase costs as everybody needs

relationship – for instance, by including a dispute

to get back up to speed on the issues.

resolution clause in the agreements underlying the
relationship. The preferred process is dependent on

Bos: The efficiency of arbitration procedures is

a number of considerations, such as confidentiality,

to a large extent dependent on the good working
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relationship between the parties. If the parties to
an arbitration are able to agree on efficient working
procedures between themselves, without having

CD: What steps can parties take to
accurately assess and manage the costs
involved in today’s disputes?

to go back to the arbitration panel for every small
managerial issue, costs can very well be managed. If

Bos: The costs of a dispute, to a large extent,

parties need arbitral decisions for every step in the

depend on the willingness of both parties to solve

process, issue extensive lists of requests for expert

the core of the dispute, without taking too much

witnesses and detailed disclosure, management

trouble with side issues or procedural issues during

costs will go up rapidly.

the dispute resolution process. Parties should try to
keep the scope of the resolution process as limited

Duclercq: It is undisputed that the cost saving

as possible. Also, complete and accurate submission

benefits of arbitration are eroded by the increasing

of requested information in a timely manner, to a

number of procedural incidents and by the increasing

court or an arbitration panel by both parties, will help

presence of factual and expert witnesses, and so on.

to keep the costs of dispute resolution processes as

However, control of time and costs in international

limited as possible.

arbitration is an ongoing concern and has been the
object of several studies and publications. Time and

Duclercq: Before initiating proceedings,

costs may thus be managed by the arbitral tribunal,

the majority of clients now require from their

which has a duty to conduct the arbitration in a

counsel an assessment of the costs of the

time and cost-effective manner – see (Article 22(1)

dispute, which includes an assessment of the

and (2) of the 2012 ICC Rules, Article 14.1(ii) of the

contractual commitments to which they are bound;

LCIA Rules, Article 17(1) of the UNCITRAL Rules); and

an assessment of their claims but also of the

by counsel, who can refrain from raising too many

counterclaims that could be made by the other

procedural incidents or summoning witnesses of

parties; and an assessment of the legal costs, for

lesser importance to the hearing, for example. It

example, arbitral institution – if any – expertise,

should also be noted that a parties’ behaviour which

witnesses and reasonable legal fees. Such an

leads to a waste of time and an increase in costs may

assessment might require the appointment of an

also be sanctioned by the arbitral tribunal in its award

expert so as to have a precise image of the amount

on the costs of the arbitration.

involved in the event of a dispute. Beyond these
assessments, they also often request an evaluation
of their chances to succeed in the dispute resolution
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process for each claim they anticipate. This

Certainly parties continue to communicate ‘behind

contributes to the risk evaluation usually requested

the scenes’ of a formal dispute resolution process

by multinational companies.

and this is entirely appropriate. We’ve been involved
in many situations in which the parties negotiate

Bell: There needs to be a meeting of the parties

a resolution before the completion of the formal

and the panel at the start of the process, in order to

dispute resolution process; in fact, that is the case in

agree on a timeline and hearing dates. The parties

the vast majority of the circumstances. A negotiated

need to define the time that they require to present

resolution is almost certainly likely to be achieved

their case and thereby agree on a budget for time

more quickly and lead to a more appropriate

and costs. Then, it should be the panel’s job to

outcome than an externally mandated resolution.

ensure that the parties adhere to the
timeline and budget. If amendments are
required, all should agree, but the bar
should be set fairly high to determine if

“A negotiated resolution is almost certainly
likely to be achieved more quickly and lead to
managed.
a more appropriate outcome than an externally
CD: What role is appropriately mandated resolution.”
additional time is really needed or the

required amount of time was just poorly

played by the various types of
dispute resolution processes:
trial, arbitration, mediation?
Bell: Mediation has always seemed to be an

Bos: When both parties would like to continue

appropriate part of a formal dispute resolution

their relationship during and after the resolution of

process. Through the assistance of a skilled mediator,

their dispute, mediation is typically recommended.

the parties could become more informed of each

A mediation process also offers the possibility

other’s position, potentially negotiate an appropriate

of getting a better understanding of each other’s

resolution to the issue, and then more quickly turn

standpoints and considerations. Arbitration offers

their full attention back to exploiting the commercial

good opportunities to have influence on the process.

opportunity that was the source of their dispute.

The advantage of both mediation and arbitration is
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that it is a confidential process, whereas court trial is
not. On the other hand, the advantage of a court trial

settlement? If so, what tactics might be
used and how can they be countered?

when compared to arbitration or mediation is that it
offers opportunities for appeal.

Duclercq: In my experience, it is quite common
for a party to threaten to initiate proceedings –

Duclercq: Although all dispute resolution

either litigation or arbitration – or even to initiate

processes may be used for most disputes, some

them when settlement negotiations stall. The tactics

are more suited for certain types of disputes.

depend on the particulars of the case. Indeed, if

Amicable dispute settlement processes, such as

a public entity or a quoted company is involved,

negotiation, conciliation or mediation, first, are used

the risk that the dispute is made public during the

as a preliminary step to either trial or arbitration, in

dispute resolution process can be an argument to

an attempt to settle the dispute before commencing

force a settlement. In addition, the fact that a dispute

them. They are particularly recommended when the

resolution process will require time and costs can be

parties are to continue their business relationship,

an argument to initiate another amicable settlement

either when the contract out of which the dispute

process; initiating several provisional measures

arises still produces effects or when the parties

before proceedings can also encourage discussion.

are bound to conclude other contracts together. As

To avoid such tactics, it is wiser to include in the

regards the choice between trial and arbitration,

contract an amicable resolution process such as

globally speaking, I tend to recommend trial for

negotiation, conciliation, mediation, and so on.

domestic disputes and arbitration for international
disputes, arbitral tribunals being well versed in

Bell: We have not been exposed to circumstances

international trade practices. However, this is an

where it appears that discovery requests and

archetype as each specific case requires specific

expert witnesses are being used to draw out the

assessment of the pros and cons of bringing suit to

process inappropriately. Presumably, it is the panel’s

either trial or arbitration: indeed, even a domestic

prerogative to rule on requests for additional

dispute could require privacy, speed, and so on.

discovery and the need for experts. Again, as
disputes become more technical, rather than just

CD: In your experience, have you seen
any attempts by parties to draw out
dispute resolution processes to force a

matters of legal interpretation, one should expect
an increase in discovery and the use of experts.
Otherwise, it is doubtful that an informed decision
will result.
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Bos: Drawing out dispute resolution processes as

opposite party’s position when working relationships

long as possible, in order to try to push the opposite

are still at a reasonable level when deciding to start a

party to the limit – to the point where the opposite

dispute resolution process. It could also help if parties

party is no longer able to fund further processes or

do not handle the dispute at the highest level – this

management attention goes down – is a well known

leaves room for continued business relationships at

tactic. Accepting a settlement can then be the only

the top level. Finally, involving external lawyers will

remaining option. This can be countered upfront,

make a dispute less ‘personal’.

in ‘good times’, when drafting the agreement to
arrange a relationship between parties. At that time,

Duclercq: First, the parties should obviously try

it is much easier to agree that, if a dispute might

to settle the dispute amicably prior to initiating any

arise, parties will not enter into a lengthy court trial

adjudication process – litigation or arbitration can be

– with two possible instances of appeal
– but will go for an alternative dispute
resolution process that offers less of an
opportunity to draw out the process.

CD: What steps can disputing
parties take to ensure that
working relationships are not
adversely impacted by the
dispute?

“The best way to avoid an adverse impact on
the working relationship is to isolate the issue in
dispute from any other business relationship.”

Bos: The best way to avoid an adverse
impact on the working relationship is to isolate the

a very long and traumatising process for the parties,

issue in dispute from any other business relationship.

each of them accusing the other of breaches. To

Stay fair in the process. The dispute is the result of a

this end, amicable dispute resolution methods and

different interpretation of an historic event between

dispute boards have been created in recent years to

the parties. In most cases different interpretations

help parties find a settlement without putting an end

both have their merits. Although defending your

to their relationship. Second, ensure your counsel

own position, it helps to understand that different

is aware of the continuing working relationship

positions are possible. It is easier to understand the

and its importance – the outcome’s objective is
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generally not the same, which inevitably impacts

Duclercq: Being quicker and less expensive,

the strategy adopted. Moreover, the strategy will be

out-of-court settlements have been favoured in

greatly influenced by the evolution of the working

times of crisis. However, the financial crisis is not

relationship. Finally, counsel will probably use a

the only reason for such favour. In recent years, the

less aggressive tone than normal when drafting

importance of good faith in commercial contractual

memoranda.

relationships has been growing, and is now
considered a universal principle of international trade

Bell: Realistically, it is difficult to ensure that a

law. One of the aspects of this principle is negotiating

working relationship between the parties is not

in good faith should a dispute arise between the

adversely affected by a dispute between the parties.

parties. There are multiple processes and procedures

A diminution of the effectiveness of a working

available to reach a settlement, which are more or

relationship between the parties needs to be

less flexible. Parties can discuss around a table with

considered as a likely cost of the process. Further,

or without the help of a neutral, or agree to recourse

it can be a cost of the process that could persist

to an ad hoc or administered amicable dispute

beyond the resolution of the dispute, particularly if

resolution process such as conciliation or mediation.

that resolution is externally mandated as opposed

Most arbitral institutions, like the ICC, provide

to the result of a negotiation between the parties. To

amicable dispute resolution services and have

the extent that those directly involved in the working

elaborated sets of procedural rules to that effect. In

relationship could be shielded from the proceedings,

any case, it is of particular importance, if the parties

and particularly from any acrimonious assertions,

settle the dispute amicably, to lay down the terms of

that is likely to be beneficial. Both parties will need to

their settlement, and register this with a competent

work to minimise the disruptive effect of the dispute

court.

resolution process.
Bell: We’ve not done a study to conclude one

CD: What trends if any have you
seen with regard to the settlement of
disputes? Are today’s companies more
likely to reach a settlement out of court?
What processes and procedures should
parties follow in such circumstances?

way or the other about the propensity for parties to
reach a settlement out of court. We’ve seen some
settlements move to secure a working relationship in
other areas, either tangential to or separate from the
dispute. This can have the benefit of securing, to the
extent possible, the full commitment of both parties
for re-engagement on the commercial opportunity
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that was the source of the dispute. Hopefully, to the

Bos: The most important objective in the dispute

extent there was a misunderstanding or a poorly

resolution process should be to arrive at a result that

worded contract that was at the source of the

benefits the company. This can be winning the case,

initial dispute, those issues have been addressed

reaching a reasonable settlement, or losing the case

in a settlement which has the parties committed to

but keeping the relationship with the opposite party

another working relationship. In addition, settlements

at an appropriate level. With respect to the outcome

are more likely to be effective from a business

of a dispute resolution process, expectations play

perspective if they also address other areas of

a role in the valuation of disputes, as reported

dispute or potential dispute between the parties.

internally as well as externally. Furthermore,

Although less costly than formal dispute resolution,

management’s expectations of the outcome of a

settlement is still a costly process, demanding of the

case should be managed carefully and early in the

time of senior business executives and corporate

process by internal and external lawyers. This will

legal staff. It can be more efficient and more effective

increase the chances of management reaching a

to resolve several issues at once rather than

reasonable settlement.

individually.
Bell: Expectations and objectives should guide
Bos: The vast majority of cases in which we are

the dispute resolution process without shackling

involved as financial expert end up in settlements. In

counsel. Opportunities for settlement or narrowing

many cases, liability is decided upon in a first phase,

the field of dispute often arise during the course

followed by a phase of establishing the quantum

of an arbitration, and counsel needs to be free to

of damages. Once it has been established that the

creatively search for and take advantage of such

defendant is liable for damages, and the method that

opportunities. The key is to remember that the

will be followed by the court or the arbitration panel

parties are here to resolve business conflicts and

to establish damages becomes clearer, parties, or at

return to their commercial activities, and arbitration

least one of the parties, become more willing to end

provides a venue where they can reach a resolution

the process. Under these circumstances, settlements

and return to those efforts. So long as expectations

are often made.

and objectives are framed in the greater context of
the business relationships, they will provide useful

CD: What should be the role of
expectations and objectives in the
dispute resolution process?
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Duclercq: Expectations and objectives are key in

relegated to secondary considerations. To help keep

the dispute resolution process as they dictate the

the ‘win at all costs’ mindset at bay, it is best to

strategy to be followed, and the desired outcome of

formulate objectives and expectations for the dispute

the dispute. For example, the same strategy will not

resolution process at the outset and then keep

be followed if the parties continue to have business

those objectives and expectations at the forefront

relationships on other deals or if the contract was

of considerations. It can also be important to rein

a ‘one shot deal’. Also, the strategy will depend

in external counsel, who may pursue the ‘win at all

on whether the claims made consist of requests

costs’ mindset to the exclusion of the future working

for declaratory relief or financial
compensation. Also depending on their
expectations and objectives, the parties
could invest more time and money in
the dispute resolution process – they
could be more inclined to appoint an
expert, to call witnesses, or to ask for
discovery and so on. Finally, depending

“Acrimonious, bombastic, outrageous, and
pejorative assertions seem to be an unfortunate
by-product of the formal dispute resolution
process.”

on the urgency of the situation, the
parties may choose a different type of
dispute resolution process.
relationship, if any, that will need to exist between

CD: Often, parties to a dispute can
become entrenched in a ‘win at all
costs’ mindset, which can result in
unpredictable and unwanted outcomes.
How do you suggest parties keep sight of
the objective of the dispute, and arrive at
a result that benefits the company?

the parties, long after the dispute in question has
been resolved. Acrimonious, bombastic, outrageous,
and pejorative assertions seem to be an unfortunate
by-product of the formal dispute resolution process.
Ideally, cooler heads eventually will prevail. When
that happens, both parties have the potential to gain
from the dispute resolution process and the original
working relationship between the parties has the

Bell: The ‘win at all costs’ mindset tends to come
to the fore when personalities dominate and reason,

opportunity to go forward without being irreparably
harmed.

judgement, and business interests have often been
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Bos: When entrenched in a ‘win at all costs’

when he loses sight of them. It is also up to counsel

mindset, disappointment in the case of a negative

to remind his client that the dispute is not a person

decision is significantly greater. Furthermore, if such a

to person fight but a contractual analysis. Regarding

mindset is also expressed to the opposite party, this

keeping sight of the objective of the dispute, it

will have an impact on the possibility of continuing a

is of the utmost importance to leave the human

business relationship at an appropriate level during

aspect of the case to one side. Therefore, the legal

and after the dispute resolution process. This would

and financial analysis should prevail on the human

also impact the possibility of reaching a settlement.

aspects and the claim should be established with

Again, in most cases, different interpretations both

an objective and reasonable point of view: a pre-risk

have their merits and, although defending your own

analysis before initiating any resolution process is

position, it helps if you can understand that different

thus very important so as to limit any unpredictable

positions are possible.

and unwanted outcomes. Finally, it is key that counsel
does not abide blindly by all his client’s requests, but,

Duclercq: In my opinion, it is counsel’s role to
remind his client of the objectives of the dispute
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